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Real Estate

391179 BECOMING A REAL ESTATE AGENT. By Tom Chariella. Chariella takes readers to the heart of the real estate profession, shadowing three different agents in three different markets: Seattle, Indiana, and Chicago. He follows them through the day to day leads to listings, home showings, purchase offers, negotiations, inspections, and closing. 133 pages. S&S. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

391395X 150 BEST NEW COTTAGE AND CABIN IDEAS. From Benchmark Mola. Reveals the ultimate behind the scenes trends in constructing your perfect remote getaway. Taking cues from vernacular architecture, the design ideas showcased here in stunning full-color photographs and detailed design plans, adapt traditional forms to new standards of livability. 480 pages. HarperDesign. 7½x7¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

393275 CABIN STYLE. By Matthew L. Bernard. Features a collection of 150 best tiny space ideas. By Francesco Tamara Mola. Provides an all-new review of tiny space designs created by internationally renowned architects and designers who have achieved practical, innovative, and stunning solutions for small spaces around the globe. This volume examines an extensive range of small structures, each showcasing a wealth of ideas for small-space living. Fully illus. in color. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 7½x7¼. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

372953 CABIN STYLE. By Matthew L. Bernard. Features a collection of 150 best tiny space ideas. By Francesco Tamara Mola. Provides an all-new review of tiny space designs created by internationally renowned architects and designers who have achieved practical, innovative, and stunning solutions for small spaces around the globe. This volume examines an extensive range of small structures, each showcasing a wealth of ideas for small-space living. Fully illus. in color. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 7½x7¼. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

VACATION & COUNTRY HOMES

381854 VICTORIAN SUMMER: The Historic Houses of Belle Haven Park. By Matthew L. Bernard. Features a collection of 150 best tiny space ideas. By Francesco Tamara Mola. Provides an all-new review of tiny space designs created by internationally renowned architects and designers who have achieved practical, innovative, and stunning solutions for small spaces around the globe. This volume examines an extensive range of small structures, each showcasing a wealth of ideas for small-space living. Fully illus. in color. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 7½x7¼. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

3939073 HIDE AND SEEK: The American Cabin and Hide-Out. By Sofia Borges. A contemporary illustrated survey of contextual architecture and interior design that channels our shared desire for peace and quiet. These projects take on a modest scale and set people in touch with their surroundings, but also with themselves. 256 pages. Gestalten. 9x12. Pub. at $60.00 $34.95

395290 CABIN STYLE. By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10x12¼/¾. Pub. at $50.00 $31.95

3944442 CABIN STYLE. By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10x12¼/¾. Pub. at $50.00 $31.95

Architectural Details

384902 1000 FENCES and GATES. By Jo Cryder. This wonderful resource for homeowners and landscape designers is packed with fences and gates of every kind and description. Examples made of various materials can be found on walls, and fences, and concrete are all included. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

381280 ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS FROM OLD NEW ENGLAND HOMES, REVISED 3RD EDITION. By Stanley Schuler. Takes you right up close to the details you can see exactly how fireplaces, doorways, windows, stairs, and cupboards were designed. In addition, Schuler explains how you can achieve the exact same results for your own projects. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Gestalten. 8½x11½. Paperbound at $60.00 $44.95

391116 ROCK THE BOAT: Boats, Cabins and Homes on the Water. By Alisa Ko'mair. A celebration of a life afloat. For those who crave open skies and endless horizons, relocating to a home on the water water inspires a new sense of freedom. Kotmair invites you to journey across rivers, oceans, and canals to meet the audacious people swimming against the current. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Gestalten. 8½x11½. Paperbound at $60.00 $44.95


372879X TINY HOMES. By Kleine Hauser. 335 pages. Konemann. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

Home Building & Remodeling

3917185 TILING: Planning, Layout and Installation. By the eds. of Fine Homebuilding. More than 600 color images display the wide variety of corbels and gingerbread found on these small “tent like” cottages found in Oak Bluffs on Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts. Starkly intricate patterns of carpenters used to create the “gingerbread” look, with little material and equipment. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95


3997642 BECOMING A REAL ESTATE ANNEX. By D.C. Beard. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the Boy Scouts of America’s most accomplished and dedicated builders and dreamers. Well illus. 151 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3822567 BUILDING YOUR OWN GREENHOUSE: Greenhouse Basics. By Mark Freeman. From simple cold frames to large free-standing or attached to the house structures, here are instructions for constructing eleven different types. Covers site selection, framing, foundation, glazing, vapor barrier, insulation, and plumbing. 198 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $11.95

564392 SHELTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM. By D.C. Beard. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the Boy Scouts of America’s most accomplished and dedicated builders and dreamers. Well illus. 151 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


4980859 HOUSEBUILDING, REVISED: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. By R.J. DeCristofono. Extensive coverage of how to build a house, nail-by-nail, from selecting the land to building in four phases: framing on walls, and floors, and plumbing, wiring, heating, and cooling the finished product. Well illus. in color. 702 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/840
**5772656 ULTIMATE BOOK OF HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION REVISED.** An inspiring collection of full home plans from architects and designers from all over the country. Includes special sections on home design and decorating, quick and easy ordering by phone or online, new features. 730 home plans. Fully illus. in color. 608 pages. Creative Homeowner. $12.99. 

**3741565 BEST-SELLING HOME PLANS, 3RD EDITION REVISED.** North America's premier publisher of full home plans from architects and designers all over the continent, with special sections on home design & decor ideas. Features 400 dream home plans. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Homeowner. $11.95.

**3938190 THE HANDMADE TEARDROP TRAILER: Design & Build a Customized Tiny Camper from Scratch.** By Matt Berger. Sleek, nimble, and comfortable, a custom-built teardrop trailer lets you escape in style. Includes everything from sketchbook ideas to step-by-step sequences, along with helpful notes from the road on owning a teardrop trailer. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Cedar Lane. $27.99. 

**3760103 SKOOLIE! How to Convert a School Bus or Van Into a Tiny Home.** Reprint of the guide for turning a school bus into a tiny house. The author's guidance leads you through the process start to finish, from choosing your bus to removing seats and installing insulation, to laying your own floor, putting in a bathroom, and more. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Skyhorse. $16.95. 

**2984024 RENOVATION, 5TH EDITION REVISED.** By M. Litchfield & C. Hurley. The completely revised and updated edition of this best-selling guide for home owners for over 35 years. Topics include: planning; materials; doors & windows; structural carpentry; masonry; foundations; plumbing; painting; lighting; fixtures, and much more. Well illus. in color. 648 pages. Creative Homeowner. $39.95. 

**3996278 TINY HOUSES, SIMPLE SHACKS, COZY COUGGIES, RAMSHACKLE RETREATS, FUNKY FORTS: Experiments in Minimal Architecture.** By Dale Dierickx. This Old House meets Wayne’s World in this zany guide to designing and building tiny homes. This expanded edition includes a collection of Dierickx’s creative, imaginative sketches for building tiny houses, sheds, cottages, and forts. 112 pages. Lyons. $11.99. 

**3870499 AFFORDABLE BATHROOM UPGRADES: Transform Your Bathroom on a Small Budget.** By S. Cory & D. Slavik. Provides alternatives to a costly full-scale renovation by offering inexpensive design ideas and budget-friendly step projects that can help you achieve the bathroom of your dreams, even on a limited budget. Learn how to replace your outdated vanity, change your lighting; install new flooring; and more. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Creative Homeowner. $19.99. 

**3871967 ULTIMATE GUIDE TO BASEMENTS, ATTICS & GARAGES, 3RD EDITION REVISED:** Step by Step Projects for Adding Space Without Adding Stuff. Ed. by Brian & Ealing. Featuring more than 50 detailed step by step sequences and easy to follow techniques, Regolino guides you through the process of creating a beautifully finished basement, attic, or garage into an additional bedroom, family room, new master suite, functional home office, or any other living space your family needs. Fully illus. in color. 215 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperbound. $19.99.

**5892120 BUILD YOUR OWN GARAGE MANUAL, FIFTH EDITION.** Planning and constructing a garage can seem like a daunting task, but you can make it reality by following the instructions in this essential do-it-yourself guide. Includes all the tips and techniques you will need plus 75 terrific pre-drawn plans. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8¼x10½. $11.95.

**4658764 HOME OFFICE SOLUTIONS: How to Set up an Efficient Workspace Anywhere in Your House.** By Chris Peterson. Providing gorgeous photography and expert tips on design, space-efficient furniture, special considerations, lighting, soundproofing, Hi-Fi organization, and so much more, this guide will help you make an efficient and attractive work space in any area of your home. 128 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8¼x10½. $19.99.

**3848493 KITCHEN IDEAS YOU CAN USE: Inspiring Designs & Clever Solutions for Remodeling Your Kitchen.** By Chris Peterson. Filled with good ideas for creating your ideal kitchen this is the newest features, intriguing design trends, and the most inspiring room layouts, all shown clearly in beautiful color photos that will make your mind race! 376 pages. Cool Springs. $39.95.

**1971231 WORKING WITH TILE: Taunton’s Build Like a Pro.** By Tom & Lane Meehan. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 9¼x10½. Paperbound. $19.95. 


**3937475 THE WEEKEND HOMESTEADER: Twelve-Month Guide to Self-Sufficiency.** By Anna Hess. Introduces readers month by month to homesteading in exciting, short projects. Whether you live on a forty-acre farm, a postage-stamp lawn in suburbia, or an urban loft, you’ll be able to grow the vast ocean of self-sufficient living without getting overwhelmed. Well illus. in color. 420 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $17.95. 

**6846414 HVAC AND REFRIGERATION INSTALLATION & SERVICE: THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE.** By Frank Kleinert. Walks you through the preventive maintenance process for residential and commercial HVAC and refrigeration systems. Shows you step-by-step instructions and clear photos and diagrams. Useful icons throughout the book indicate the degree of difficulty for each procedure. 432 pages. Paperbound. $29.95. 

**3892155 EASY CLOSETS: Affordable Storage Solutions for Everyone.** By Joseph R. Provey. Find professional closet designs and unique storage ideas to improve existing closets and add new ones in bedrooms, entryways, mudrooms, basements, garages, or wherever you need neat, organized storage. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperbound. 8¼x10½. $11.95.

**3741999 ULTIMATE GUIDE TO HOME REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT.** By Charles T. Byers et al. This most complete home improvement manual, it offers photos, drawings, and understandable text. Readers will find essential instruction on plumbing and electrical repairs, heating and cooling, roofing and siding, cabinets and countertops and more. This is the ultimate resource for home projects and repairs. 599 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperbound. $22.95.

**4661850 THE QUICK & EASY HOME DIY MANUAL.** By Matt Weber & the eds. of Extreme How-To. Shares tips, tricks, and pro secrets for projects ranging from plumbing to electrical, from interior decor to outdoor improvements and much more. Illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. $17.99.

**5669715 PHOTOVOLTAICS, REVISED: Design and Installation Manual.** By Solar Energy International. Producing energy from the sun using photovoltaic (PV) systems has become a major industry worldwide. This manual contains an overview of PV system components, including PV modules, batteries, controllers, and inverters, along with the information you need for successful installation and maintenance of 329 pages. New Society. $39.95.


**3735320 100 WEEKEND PROJECTS ANYONE CAN DO.** By The Family Handyman Magazine. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. $24.95.


pictures of a document
Job Hunting, Resumes & Career Planning

385812 CANNABIS JOBS: How to Make a Living and Have a Career in the World of Legalized Marijuana. By B. Ev. Ajuda. The author shares his knowledge of the vast potential careers in the growing cannabis industry. In addition to job opportunities, Ward also supplies guidance dedicated to succeeding and starting your own business. This resource offers the most in-depth information available so that readers understand exactly how to make a career in cannabis. 172 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

385936 PROFESSORS TO GET A JOB, Dev. Ajuda. Are you so much more than a resume or job application, but how can you communicate that to your potential employer? This guide reveals career expert Dev Ajuda’s tried and tested techniques to seek out and land those jobs. 1890s, these illustrations are advertising pieces to the new mail order business. Today there are trunks and bags of these types available in the antiques market. The price guide reflects their 1998 value. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

381189 TRUNKS, TRAVELING BAGS & LUGGAGE. By Theo-Change Eltinger. The variety of packing trunks and carrying bags that are shown will astonish you. Taken from 1,200 photographs along with helpful text which describe the items and their usage, also includes recommendations for proper care of items and has a 1998 value guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

383193 COWBOY EQUIPMENT. By Jolcey Overton. An invaluable source for historical reference as well as a present day guide for collectors and modern day cowboys. Contains 1,000 photographic along with helpful text which describe the items and their usage, also includes recommendations for proper care of items and has a 2001 price guide. 158 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

Collectors’ Advice & Price Guides

389901 TROLLS. By Jan Lindenberger will take you back to your childhood with numerous photos of trolls, from such companies as Darn and Norfin (“Darn Things”), Rusk, Uneeda, and Applause, and some surprising examples from overseas, as well as other related items. This guide was published in 1999. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

381350 COFFEE WITH DOLL. By Sandra Joehne Bryan. Have a wonderful visit with an old friend with this collection of authentic scenes representing all aspects of this doll’s adventures. Relive a time when grown-up was a make believe pastime and Barbie doll spurred young imaginations. Includes 1998 values for collectors. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

381157 INDIAN DOLLS. By Nancy N. Schiffer. Over 150 different dolls are grouped according to their geographical origins, iroquois, Seminole, Cheyenne, Navajo, Eskimo, and other Indian dolls along with photographs of the people and places they represent. Also, Stookum dolls, which were cherished by collectors. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

3895471 AMERICAN MARKING GAGES: Patent and Manufactured. By Milton H. Bacheller. Brings together into one such resource information about marking gages as is known at this time. Information on manufacturers and patentees includes information on their personal lives. A great reference work for gage collectors. Fully illus., many in color. 439 pages. Astragal. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95. $7.95

381339 HARRISON FISHER: Defining the American Beauty. By Tina Skinner. Nearly 450 of Fisher’s black and white reproductions of Fisher’s magazine covers and book illustrations provide a wide sampling of this important artist’s career. First printed copies of such beauty are included market value to dozens of novels as well as hundreds of magazines which clamored for his art. Includes 1999 values for collectors. 175 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

381377 COLLECTING SALT & PEPPER SHAKER SERIES. By Irene Thornburg. A comprehensive guide to antique shaker series, with more than 850 sets shown in full color, making up more than 125 series. Includes measurements, manufacturers, series, and 1998 values for each series. Also includes sections devoted to gingham, floral designs, rickrack, plaids and stripes, polka dots, and handkerchief designs. Includes a 2001 guide price. 158 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

3895885 TOOL TALES: Stories and Tips for the Antique Tool Collector. By Herbert P. Kean. Fully of valuable information to help the reader in buying, selling and restoring antique tools, the stories are also full of wit and good, old-fashioned fun. Well illus. 191 pages. Astragal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95


3853130 THE CHAPIN-STEPHENS CO. CATALOG 1914 OF RULES, PLANES, GAUGES, PLUMBS, LEVELS, SPOKE SHAVES, ETC. The Chapin-Stephens Co. was created through a merger of H. Chapin Co. and D.H. Stephens & Co. and was one of the largest 19th century manufacturers of wooden planes, rules and hand tools. This important catalog lists, identifies, and prices the company’s complete line of tools. 84 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

3813282 GASOLINE T.REASURES. By Mike Bruner. The automobile has been at the core of a revolution of transportation and has had a major impact on social lives. And where there are cars, there are service stations. Illustrated in full color, with helpful descriptions and a guide to 1996 values, this is a volume to be cherished by collectors. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

3957470 HAND-BOOK AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF THE ENGINEERS’ & SURVEYORS’ INSTRUMENTS OF PRECISION. By C.L. Berger. A reprint of the original published in 1890; this is a comprehensive guide to sal t and pepper shakers have great collector appeal and are easy to display and enjoy. Shown in over 650 color photos are shaker sets with helpful information on marking, other means of identification. Includes a 2000 price guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95
3831833 FISH AND FOWL DECORS OF THE GREAT LAKES. By Donna Tonelli. A wonderful collection of decoys and calls from the Great Lakes region, shown in over 1,100 color photographs, along with original vintage black and white photos, extensive related literature, and a 2005 price guide. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $69.95 $19.95


3955821 THE POINT OF IT ALL: Understanding the Designs and Variations of the Antique Barber Pole. By James R. Newman. Describes hundreds of patents and over 2,000 patent design variations found in antique barbed fencing. Intended for collectors and farm historians, the author describes the common patterns found in the structure and form of these antique fence posts. 336 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

3811719 POPULAR FURNITURE OF THE 1920s AND 1930s: From Traditional to Early Modern. This reproduction of the Elgin A. Simonds Company’s furniture catalog presents the reader with an extensive resource of traditional and commercial furniture styles of the 1920s and 1930s. Includes over 850 photographs and important information about size, materials and the period of the reproduction. Includes a price guide from 1998. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95

3831868 HARTLAND HORSES AND DOGS. By Gail Fitch. Hartland Plastics (1939–1978) was a small, midwestern company that set a standard of excellence for mass-produced toys. These companies have carried on the Hartland line of champions. Fitch has assembled this guide with valuable information for the collector who wants advice on repairing your models. Fully illus. in color. 186 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

3812944 AMERICAN MANUFACTURED FURNITURE, FIFTH EDITION. By Don Fredgant. This mammoth catalog of American furniture manufacturers shows the styles of furniture available at the height of the 1920s, a pivotal period between Art Nouveau, Art Deco, and the Depression era. A 1996 price guide is included. A useful resource for furniture collectors and restorers. Fully illus. some in color. 407 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.50 $9.95

3831825 DISCOVERING ANTIQUE PHOTON IGS, 1877-1929. By T.C. Fabrizio & G.F. Paul. Through over 400 beautiful color illustrations you can follow the development of the camera over the 50 years that it went from a crude beginning in the 1870s to its most splendid and sophisticated heights in the early 20th century. Includes over 1,000 color photographs. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

3891725 THE PEANUTS BOOK: A Visual History of the Iconic Comic Strip. By Schulz and his beloved work, explore rarely seen sketches, influential comic strips, and collectors’ artifacts. Pore over evocative artist proofs, look at the original Brownie Band Gang. Every page of this visual guide is an exhibition to treasure. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley, 9x11¼. Pub at $30.00 $21.95

3814484 Wristwatch Collectors: Mechanisms, Wristwatches and Their Testing. By Fritz von Osterhausen. Gives a detailed account of chronometer testing for wrist watches in Europe, primarily in Switzerland. Chronometer wristwatches by known makers are also presented. This volume will teach the collector to distinguish chronometer wristwatches and non-chronometer wristwatches from various countries. Well illus. in color. 211 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95


3895602 ANTIQUE SPORTS UNIFORMS & EQUIPMENT: Baseball/Football/Basketball, 1840-1940. By Dan Hauser et al. Some of the earliest and finest college and professional sports gear is presented in an easy to find, chronological format. Chosen from the best collections in America, these fantastic relics tell the story of sports development over 100 years. This comprehensive record will fascinate any sports collector. With 2008 price guide. Fully illus., most in color. 174 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub at $49.99 $14.95

3822877 VINTAGE WOODWORKING MACHINERY: An Illustrated Guide to Rebuilding and Restoring. By Dennis Sagvold. The author, a professional woodworker and vintage machinery user himself, provides invaluable information to collectors and users on buying and restoring old machines. This volume covers everything from the earliest and finest college and professional sports gear is presented in an easy to find, chronological format. Chosen from the best collections in America, these fantastic relics tell the story of sports development over 100 years. This comprehensive record will fascinate any sports collector. With 2008 price guide. Fully illus., most in color. 174 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub at $49.99 $14.95

3831795 CHINESE SNUFF BOTTLES: A Guide to Addictive Miniatures. By T. Cornforth & N. Cheung. With over 650 color photographs of over 650 color photographs, non-chronologist collectors will find this book invaluable. This book offers 650 color photographs of snuff bottles with examples of glass, stone, porcelain, enamel, wood, ivory, amber, and other bottles with distinctive interior and exterior decorations. Each is fully described and includes a 2002 value range. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub at $69.95 $24.95

3831788 ANTIQUE BIEDERMEIER FURNITURE. By Rudolf Pressler et al. Hardbound, this comprehensive guide includes more than 600 authentic Biedermeier pieces including cabinets, bureaus, wardrobes, secretaries, sofas, chairs, and tables. Covers evaluation and buying advice (price guide), market trends, and tips on buying, caring for, and properly restoring Biedermeier pieces. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 9x12¼ Pub at $99.99 $39.95

2795566 NY WORLD’S FAIR COLLECTIBLES 1964-1965. By Joyce Grant. A welcome break that gave a glimpse into the up-and-coming age, the New York World’s Fair allowed the visitors to see such things as touch tone phones, picture-phones, animatronics, and computers for the first time. This volume features over 400 color photos and an extensive guide of collectibles from this fair. Includes values from 1999. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

3805277 PRECISION PENDULUM CLOCKS: France, Germany, America, and Revolutionary England. By Derek Roberts. Chronicles the horological work carried out in France, Germany, and North America and completes the fascinating history of precision timekeeping in recent time. Includes both the renowned clockmakers of each country, and the works of other important makers. Fully illus. in color. 286 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼ Pub at $32.95 $13.95

3818144 A.C. GILBERT’S HERITAGE: A Collection of Rare American Flyer Articles and Photos. Ed. by Donald J. Heimburger. Includes many facts you will need to know about the largest toy train manufacturers in the United States. Illus. 164 pages. Heimburger House. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

381317X ANGEL COLLECTIBLES. By Debra S. Braun. A brief overview of ‘Angelology’ begins this reference for antique to modern angel collectibles including, statues, perfume bottles, Christmas decorations, and more. Over 400 color photographs, descriptions, and a 2001 price guide complete this ressource. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.75

3837185 AMERICAN MACHINIST’S TOOLS: An Illustrated Directory of Patents. By Kenneth L. Cope. Contains over 1,000 fully indexed and illustrated patents, covering all American patent-issued machines from 1830 to 1930 and the more important ones patented between 1866 and 1916. Each is indexed in three ways: alphabetically by patentee name, chronologically by date and patent number, and by type of tool. 426 pages. Illustrated. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95
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279603 CALIFORNIA'S BEST: Old West Art and Antiques. By Brad & Brian Whitelethoven. 252 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $89.95. £19.95.
38631817 COSTUME JEWELRY, 4TH EDITION. By R. Kelley & N. Schiffer. From Art Deco refinement to chunky modern designs and from minestones to plastics, the wide selection of costume jewelry styles shown here will fascinate even the most prolific designers such as: Chanel, Schiaparelli, Boucher, Monet, Napier, Sarah Coventry, Ken Lane and more. This essential resource for the collector and dealer includes a 2002 price guide. Fully illus. in color. 163 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. £9.95.
290410 POPULAR JEWELRY, 1840-1940, REVISED 4TH EDITION. By Rosanne Ettinger. This volume reads like a treasure hunt in six chapters Rosanne Ettinger takes the reader on a tour of antique jewelry from the 1840s to the 1940s, covering the design,annoys, and industrial history from a unique new angle. 245 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. £9.95.
Glass, Silver & Jewelry

383204X SWIRL MARBLES: Antique Glass, by Stanley A. Block. Displays swirl marbles in their many engaging varieties, ranging from banded and clamshell swirls to latteиноn core and ribbon core swirls. Provides tables with 2001 prices, a glossary of useful terms, and appendices directing collectors to marble clubs and meets across the country. Fully illus. in color. 158 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. $29.95 14.95

381026X PURE SEA GLASS: Discovering Nature's Vanishing Gems, by Richard LaMotte. This fascinating reference for anyone who loves the coast. Over 150 elegant images present some of the best sea glass ever collected, along with a vast array of classical American glassware that is often its source. Using a variety of sources for information, the collector can learn the most advantageous times and locations to search for sea glass. Sea Glass Publishing. 224 pages. $29.95

381104X THE LURE OF SEA GLASS: Our Connection to Nature's Gems, by Richard LaMotte. This elegant volume reveals extraordinary stories that will inspire readers to continue their quest for coastal treasure and broaden their understanding of the history within their collections. Fourteen regions of the United States are profiled with background on why certain shards are likely to be found in these areas. Well illus. in color. 201 pages. Sea Glass Publishing. $24.95


384096X THE BLACK GLASS ENCYCLOPEDIA, 224 pages. Schiffer. $39.95 16.95


290776X MOTHER-OF-PEARL VINTAGE JEWELRY COLLECTIBLES, by Michael Moye et al. 364 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Paperbound. $75.00 24.95

Porcelain & Ceramic Collectibles

394151X PORCELAIN: A History from the Heart of Europe, by Suzanne L. Marchand. Illus., in color. 301 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00 27.95

381990X CHINA FOR AMERICA: Export Porcelain, 18th and 19th Centuries. By Herbert Schiffer et al. Fully illus., some color. 223 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. $39.95

381205X BABY BOOMER TOYS AND COLLECTIBLES, SECOND EDITION, by Carol Turpen. Features nearly 500 beautiful color photos of over 780 toys and collectibles along with a 1996 price guide making this the necessary resource for today’s toy collectors and advanced collectors and toy dealers, everywhere. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $29.95 17.95

381299X BABY BOOMER TOYS AND COLLECTIBLES, SECOND EDITION, by Carol Turpen. Features nearly 500 beautiful color photos of over 780 toys and collectibles along with a 1996 price guide making this the necessary resource for today’s toy collectors and advanced collectors and toy dealers, everywhere. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $29.95 17.95

383035X CLASSIC MINIATURE VEHICLES OF NORTHERN EUROPE, by Edward Force. Includes the classic Tekno brand, as well as Vilmer and smaller brands such as Bapro and Lemeco. Also includes a series of plastic models once offered by LEGO and many more. Includes 2002 values. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. 256 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $27.95 19.95


3822391 HARTLAND HORSES: Model Horses Since 2000, by William C. Gallagher. Known as the “Modern Toy” company from their trademark, the Mamoudy Toy Company—Japan’s oldest operating toy company—was started in 1974 and is still in existence. This volume describes over 1,800 toys, including their years of production, type of action, type of use, and 2005 value. Includes all types of toys, Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. $49.95 14.95

3850226 MODERN TOYS FROM JAPAN, 1940S-1980S, by William C. Gallagher. Known as the “Modern Toy” company from their trademark, the Mamoudy Toy Company—Japan’s oldest operating toy company—was started in 1974 and is still in existence. This volume describes over 1,800 toys, including their years of production, type of action, type of use, and 2005 value. Includes all types of toys, Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. $49.95 14.95

3850209 PINBALL SNAPSHOTS: Air Ages to Xerons. By M. Rossignoli & G. McQuaide. Collector oriented; the “lure of the silver ball” with images of fifty diverse pinballs, both vintage and contemporary. Each has its own chapter outlining the game’s special features, historical background, game trivia, game rules, graphic images, details and values. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. $39.95 17.95

3850242 PINBALL PERSPECTIVES: Ace to Xenon. By M. Rossignoli & G. McQuaide. Collector oriented; the “lure of the silver ball” with images of fifty diverse pinballs, both vintage and contemporary. Each has its own chapter outlining the game’s special features, historical background, game trivia, game rules, graphic images, details and values. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. $39.95 17.95

385030X MYSTO EJECTOR SET NOVEL BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION GUIDE. Originally invented in 1911 by A. W. Allen & Co., the construction toy was patented in 1913. It went on to become one of the most important and beloved children’s toys of the 20th century. This guide lists from the earliest era to landmark toy, approximately 1913-17. Fully illus. Periscope Film. Paperbound. $19.95 9.95

385003X CLASSIC MINIATURE VEHICLES OF NORTHERN EUROPE, by Edward Force. Includes the classic Tekno brand, as well as Vilmer and smaller brands such as Bapro and Lemeco. Also includes a series of plastic models once offered by LEGO and many more. Includes 2002 values. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $27.95 19.95

374529X BATTERY TOYS, REVISED 2ND EDITION, by Edward Force. Includes the classic Tekno brand, as well as Vilmer and smaller brands such as Bapro and Lemeco. Also includes a series of plastic models once offered by LEGO and many more. Includes 2002 values. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $27.95 19.95

376151X 9MM PARABELLUM: A History of the World’s 9mm Pistols & Ammunition, by Stephen W. Craighead & M. Hugo. Details weapons and ammunition in the 9mm format from Belgium, Brazil, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Finland, France, Italy, Israel, Sweden, Australia, South Africa, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and the United States. Over 525 photos, including detailed interior shots, and numerous line drawings make this book ideal for the collector. 301 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $39.95 19.95

2981378 ANTIQUE SWORDS & DAGGERS, by Mircea Veleazu. This comprehensive guide features edged weapons dating from the Neolithic period to the early 20th century. These fascinating antiques come from all over the world, including Europe, America, the Middle East, Japan and Africa. Features a trove of information for the collector, and includes 2006 values. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $39.95 19.95

2945304 HAMMER GUNS: In Theory and Practice, by Diggory Hadoke. With a mixture of historical analysis and practical application, this luxurious volume makes a case for the use of hammer guns as the finest sporting gun available today. Detailing how these firearms were devised, crafted, used and perfected, it is the fullest account of these fascinating pieces ever written. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $27.95 19.95


Firearms & Knives

373067X COLT: The Revolver of the American West, by Jeffrey Richardson. Presents 100 of the most important and significant Colt firearms to document the history of Samuel Colt’s revolver. Includes these: These include pieces of historical significance, opulently engraved specimens, and extremely rare models, as well as guns owned by 20th century. This book is packed with hundreds of beautiful color photos, many depicting the author’s own collection. 621 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. $39.95 34.95

Price Guide to $34.95
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**More About Pets**

- **2862123** THE DOG: A Natural History. By Adam Mikolisi et al. 224 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

---

**Pet Stories and Humor**

**LIMITED QUANTITY** **3978761** CAT SHAMING. By Pedro Andrade. Cats are clever—too clever for their own good at times. What do you do with these crafty felines when they've done you wrong? In this epic collection of photos, owners share the bizarre, frustrating antics of their furry best friends. These crimes may be all too familiar to you. 190 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$4.95**

**3978822** CAT CONFESSIONS. By Allia Zobel Nolan. It's time to set the cat out of the bag and have a laugh, and this little volume is just the cat out of the bag and have a laugh, and this is their story. Photos, some in color. 256 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. **$11.95**

**3934179** TRAVELS OF SUKI THE ADVENTURE CAT. By M. Guftfreud & L.A. Ingram. Meet Suki, a gorgeous Bengal cat from Canada who isn't afraid of taking her tiny paws on big adventures. From the castles of Europe to the sunny shores of California, her travels prove that anyone can wander this pet-lect world. Photos. 264 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. **$6.95**


**3998708** SLEEPS WITH DOGS. By Lindsey Smith and Grant. Shares a bed with more dogs than she could count. She also cooked meals for exotic birds, broke up brawls between cats and spouses, and catered to the often-outrageous demands of her charges. Her delightful story is filled with the true tales of pets and the crazy people who love them. 242 pages. Seal. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. **$3.95**

**3855894** ULTIMATE PET PARTY COLLECTION: Join Milo the yellow lab, Whiskers the adorable kitty, and Sniffer the busy beagle as they throw the ultimate pet party with all of their friends. Guests include kittens, puppies, hamsters, horses, and more! Over four hours on 4 DVDs. NCircle Entertainment. **$4.95**

**3826346** SMART ASS: How a Donkey Challenged Me to Accept His True Nature & Rediscover My Own. By Margaret Winslow. How do you manage a donkey for a sale ad for a “large white saddle donkey,” walk with the author and Caleb the donkey through training traumas, expert-baffling antics, and humiliating shows. Share in Winslow’s gradual understanding that Caleb was true to his species, and he communes with owls, helpful neighbors, decidedly unhel plful strangers and the police, to find Poppy and bring her home. 16 pages of color photos. 293 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95. **$16.95**

**3992209** 101 RESCUE PUPPIES: One Family’s Story of Faith, Love, and Trust. By Kathy Callahan. Over the past decade, Callahan’s family has taken in more than a hundred rescue puppies. This delightful photo essay volume features the wonderful stories that emerged as these foster puppies were suddenly surrounded by a nurturing family complete with patient adult dogs and their kids. 138 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. **$13.95**


**3923655** POPPY IN THE WILD: A Lost Dog, Fifteen Hundred Acres of Wilderness, and the Determined Determination That Brought Her Home. By Teresa J. Fligne. When rescue dog Poppy breaks free from a potential adopter during a torrential thunderstorm and disappears into a rugged 1,500 acre wilderness park, Fligne works with rescue specialists, volunteers, psychics, a Native American who speak to animals and even July 4th fireworks to save this lost pup, and she and her students created Dawgs, Dalhart Animal Wellness Group and Sanctuary, and this is their story. Photos, some in color. 256 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. **$11.95**

**3884449** DAWGS: A True Story of Lost Animals and the Kids Who Rescued Them. By the beloved wind chime group Elephants of Texas. Elementary school teacher Diane Trull’s life-defining moment happened when her fourth-grade reading class saw a photo of a cardboard box over-flowning with homeless puppies. Determined to save these homeless puppies, dedicated volunteers, psychics, a Native American who speak to animals and even July 4th fireworks to save this lost pup, and she and her students created Dawgs, Dalhart Animal Wellness Group and Sanctuary, and this is their story. Photos, some in color. 256 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. **$11.95**

**4651006** DOGS WILL BE DOGS: The Ultimate Dog Quote Book. By Erika Sargent. If you’ve ever owned a dog, lived with a dog, walked a dog, or even pet a dog, you’ve probably heard all the wonderful things they know that they are the four-legged embodiment of happiness. With quotes from dog-lovers, owners, rescuers, and influencers, this little volume shows how these sayings can complete our lives. 80 pages. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**3755675** INCREDI BULL STELLA: How the Love of a Pit Bull Rescued a Family. By M. Meeks & E. Ridley. In a leap of faith, the Meeks family adopted and welcomed the adorable pit bull, Stella, into their home, and this is their story. With heartwarming poetry the integrity, personality, love of work and loyalty of working ranch dogs. Well illus. 96 pages. **$4.95**

---

**6850103** WILL’S RED COAT. By Tom Ryan. With endless patience and meditative empathy, Ryan nurtures a relationship with Will, an elderly, deaf, and nearly blind dog, long neglected and filled with anger and pain. Ryan only wants to give him a place to die with dignity, but Will has different plans for him. Heartbreaking and uplifting, this story shows the possibility held in all of us. 16 pages of color photos. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99. **$4.95**

**2820807** DAWGS: A True Story of Lost Animals and the Kids Who Rescued Them. By Erik a Sar gent. If you’ve ever owned a dog, lived with a dog, walked a dog, or even pet a dog, you’ve probably heard all the wonderful things they know that they are the four-legged embodiment of happiness. With quotes from dog-lovers, owners, rescuers, and influencers, this little volume shows how these sayings can complete our lives. 80 pages. Fully illus. in color. Familius. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

---
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**Other Reference Titles**


- **394154** 2021 ROB BOS-A HAPPY LITTLE DOG-TO-DAY CALENDAR. In a yearlong celebration of the paintings and understood charm of America's most iconic and favorite art instructor, this happy little dog to day desk calendar features more than three hundred of Bob Ross's signature landscapes and over sixty of his inspiring quotes. Runs from January 2021 to December 2021. Universe. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


- **3963489** 2021 FARM PORTRAITS CALENDAR. Photos by Aliza Eliazarov. This fun calendar presents 12 lovable and heartwarming full-color photographs that capture the animals' beauty and individuality, from the muscular Fennec Fox to Horse to a Nubian Goat. Calendar runs from January 2021 through December 2021. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


- **3963519** 2021 UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIPS CALENDAR. Love transcends species in these loving photos of dogs and cats. Some surprising and extraordinary friendships accompanied by compelling captions that tell the true story of how different animals from all walks of life became fast friends. Calendar runs January 2021 through December 2021. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **3963570** 2021 DOGS WHO HEAL CALENDAR. Celebrate twelve healing dogs therapy dogs with a year of sweet portraits, touching tributes from the students they helped and an essay on the therapy dog program. Compiled by the staff of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, in Parkland, Florida.

- **467564** NAVIGATION RULES AND REGULATIONS: International-Inland. By United States Government. This newly updated guidebook accommodates the most recent changes to marine law and standard operating procedure, this handbook provides the Coast Guard’s official rules for navigation in international and domestic waters. Illus. 189 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

- **396685X** 2021 WHO SHOULD KNOW TO SOUND SMART DAILY CALENDAR. By Robert W. Bly. Do you dream of debating philosophical precepts with the intelligentsia? You can do that, and be the life of every highbrow cocktail party, just by mastering the deliciously obscure terms in this most comprehensible of daily calendars. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **393988X** 2021 LEEWELLYN’S ESSENTIAL OILS CALENDAR. By Jac. Young. Full of breathtaking photographs and detailed information for using essential oils in your daily life. Each month highlights an oil or plant and offers a plethora of information about it, including the name, essential oil properties, aromas, a recipe, and an inset photo. Runs from January 2021 to December 2021. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **3946924** DVD CIGAR CONNOISSEUR: Cigar History & Users Guide. This informational film features hand made Cuban cigars creating many types of cigars. Types of tobacco used, blends, proper Cuban rolling techniques, pressing, flagging, aging, quality control and tenant cards are being explained by the company owner, Nick Perdomo. 50 minutes. Education 2000. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **39430X** HOW TO TIE KNOTS. By Tim MacWelch. Master key knots to survive in the wilderness, for climbing, fishing, or tying a hammock with this thorough guide. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **3972548** METROPOLIS: Mapping the City. By Jeremy Black. Examines the development, mapping, and visual recording of the urban space. Focusing on key points in the development of urban cartography and illustrated with a multitude of fascinating maps, this sumptuous volume offers a unique look at some of the oldest, liveliest, and most contested cities in the world. 224 pages. Bloomsbury. 11x14¼%. Pub. at $44.95 $38.95


- **6878040** SIX KNOTS FOR EVERYDAY LIFE. By Phil Peterson Sr. Well illus., in color, 80 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $6.95

- **3930831** 2021 TRAINS ACROSS AMERICA CALENDAR. Kalmach. 13x10¼%. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


- **3951375** 2021 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC WEATHER CALENDAR. By Janice Stillman. Old Farmer’s Almanac. 11x8¼%. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $8.95

- **3930823** 2021 MODEL RAILROADER CALENDAR. Fully illus. in color. Kalmach. 13x10¼%. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **3930818** 2021 NURSES CALENDAR. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

- **2829125** THE MAPMAKERS’ WORLD: A Cultural History of Cartography. By Martin Teissier. Thames & Hudson. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


- **3706249** YOU’RE THE UMPIRE: Mind-Boggling Questions to Test Your Baseball Knowledge. By Wayne Stewart. Most of the situations included here come from real games, such as the time a fastball from Randy Johnson killed a bird in flight and what the ump did regarding that pitch, but some scenarios are made up to illustrate specific points or rules. Test yourself against your friends or against the iconic baseball rulebook. It’s a challenge and it’s fun. Photos. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **3940504** THE LONGEST FIGHT: In the Ring with Joe Gans, Boxing’s First African American Champion. By William Gildea. A hot day in September 1906 set the stage for the legendary boxing match of the 20th century. Joe Gans and “Batting” Nelson faced each other in the ring in a battle billed as the Battle of the Races. This epic bout—along with Gans’ fight against Jack Johnson during their world title fight—forms the basis for this in-depth exploration of the fight and the背后的 story, told through a new and innovative format.

- **3892818** THE BASEBALL MANIC’S ALMANAC, 5TH EDITION. By et al. Random House. This volume is part reference, part train manual, and absolutely the most unusual and thorough compendium of baseball stats and facts ever assembled. In its pages you’ll find thousands of fascinating lists, tables, data, and stimulating facts. It’s packed with facts and records, making it a must for every baseball fan's collection.


**Navigation & Boating**

- **39648021** THE CLOUBSTED NINE: The Untold Story of Ted Williams and the Baseball Team That Helped Win World War II. By Arnie K. Renne. Follow Ted Williams, Johnny Pesky, and Johnny Sale as a fast-pitch, no-hitter-crazed caddie who wore the Cloudbuster Nine baseball jersey at an elite Navy training school at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. With insights from surviving World War II major leaguers, the story of this remarkable team is brought to life. 16 pages of photos. 351 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**Sports & Leisure**

- **3960105** KAYAKS YOU CAN BUILD. By T. Moores & G. Rossel. Fully illus. in color, 256 pages. Fieldly. 11x8¼%. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

- **2056819** BATTLING THE OCEANS IN A ROWBOAT. By Mick Lawson. 276 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $3.95
**Sports & Leisure**

**6656950 LEADERS OF THE PACK: Starr, Favre, Rodgers, and Why Green Bay’s Quarterback Trio Is the Best in NFL History.** By Rob Rishel. Traces the history of all three players, underscoring what it means to be a Packers quarterback both on and off the field. His legacy will reach to the rest of the league. In their own words, Starr, Favre, and Rodgers explain what playing for the Packers and being part of their remarkable quarterback legacy has meant to them. Photos. 258 pages. Triad. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. *$3.95*

**3791963 DON SHULA: A Biography of the Winningest Coach in NFL History.** By Carlo DeVito. Chronicles the life of one of the greatest minds ever to be involved with football from the dawn of modern football to the close of the twentieth century. In this fascinating volume, DeVito captures the story of one of the greatest coaches in sports history. Photos. 241 pages. HPMH. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00. *$6.95*

**3807274 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO SPORTS BETTING.** By Josh Appelbaum. There’s a lot to be made in sports betting, but it’s not as simple as setting your bets on your favorite teams. It’s easy to lose money if you don’t know what you’re doing. This informative volume gives you the inside scoop on how to combine your sports betting knowledge with a sound betting game plan. 281 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. *$4.95*

**3763105 BASEBALL IN BALTIMORE: The First 100 Years.** By James H. Bready. Presents a vivid and compelling portrait of the Orioles, their managers, ballparks, and games that shaped the history of the Baltimore Orioles, one of America’s oldest baseball towns. Well illus. with 242 photos. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $44.00. *$6.95*

**3761056 BASEBALL COP: The Dark Side of America’s Pastime.** By Eddie Dominguez et al. Shares the shocking revelations Dominguez confronted every day for six years with the DOJ (Department of Justice). Investigations and nine as an RSA (Resident Security Agent). He shines a light on the inner workings of the commissioner’s office and highlights the misdeeds of the commissioner’s office dealing with the misdeeds compromising the integrity of the game. 294 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00. *$4.95*

**2905396 THE CUBS WAY: The Zen of Building the Best Team in Baseball and Breaking the Curse.** By Tom Verducci. This epic volume tells the Chicago Cubs’ transformation from perennial underachievers to the best team in baseball, revealing the keys to its incredible achievement. This title is a celebration of a historic team and its journey to a World Championship that fans and readers will cherish for years. Color photos. 376 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. *$5.95*

**3838489 WHEN CHICAGO RULED BASEBALL: The Cubs’ White Sox World Series Doubleheader 1906. Brings to life a dazzling epoch in a land of self-made men—where A.G. Spalding helped establish baseball as both a national pastime and the driving force of Chicago business. Where Mordecai Brown overcame a horribly disfiguring injury and pitched his way into the Hall of Fame, and where one of the most remarkable and controversial World Series ever played.
3811182 UPON FURTHER REVIEW: The Greatest What-ifs in Sports History, By Mike Feser, 308 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $23.95


3841719 SWING LIKE A PRO, By Ralph Mann et al. 243 pages. Broadway. At $29.95.


3860552 CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? 30 Years of Insider Stories with the Boston Red Sox, By Joe Castiglione with D.B. Lyons. 16 pages of photos. Triumph. At $24.95.

3786870 GUTS AND GENIUS: The Story of Three Unlikely Coaches Who Came to Dominate the NFL in the ’80s, By John Michael Vlachos, Illus. in color. Paperback. At $28.00.


3884887 SPORTING BLOOD: Tales from the Dark Side of Boxing, By Carlos Acedeso. Photos. 211 pages. Harlmac. At $28.00.


**Travel**

**3899772 THE PASSPORT BOOK.** Text by Philipp Hontschik. Gather together the covers of passport books from around the world, combining images with selective information about each country. For frequent flyers and armchair travelers alike, this guide is informative and fun to peruse. Fully illus. in color. 440 pages. Prestel. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

**3922103 CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS PERSPECTIVES.** By John S. Elkinton. Describes how the National Trails System was established by federal law in 1968, building on other mid-20th century conservation measures. This is the first comprehensive book about the National Trails System, which is based largely on primary sources and is offered in chronological chapters, with photographs and maps. 208 pages. Vertebr. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

**3922359 GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN: New England’s Ghost Towns, Cemeteries, & Memorials.** By S. Paradis & C. MacNair. This well-researched work takes a fascinating look at the most intriguing ghost town found in Connecticut to the so-called vampire in Rhode Island. Offers visitor information, detailed directions, and fascinating history. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**4619987 CALL OF THE AMERICAN WILD: A Tenderfoot’s Journey through the West.** By Gary G. Guy Grieve was trapped in a job he hated and up to his neck in debt, until a stroke of luck allowed him to finally chase his dream of escaping to Alaska. Packed with humor, insight, and insight into the gripping story of an ordinary man learning the ways of the wild. Color photos. 382 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**3961198 BEYOND THE TREES: A Journey Alone Across Canada.** By Curt Shoals. In the spring of 2017, Shoals set off on an unprecedented journey alone across North America’s greatest wilderness—the Arctic. Heart-stopping, wonder-filled, and attentive to the deepest recesses of this pristine wilderness. Zada decides to seek out the diverse inhabitants of this rugged coast, where nearly everyone has a story to tell. 306 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**3974391 THE WORLD’S MOST AMAZING PLACES: 92 Destinations to See in Your Lifetime.** Explore 82 of the planet’s most magnificent destinations, from all seven continents, and learn more about some of the most beautiful places. This ultimate travel wish list will inform, inspire and surprise you, and whisk you off on an epic journey around the globe. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Centennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $13.95

**3941418 ACCIDENTAL ADVENTURES: Alaska.** By Chris Lundgren. Recounts twenty true misadventures, all but one told from the survivor’s point of view. Its chapters describe getting lost in the wilderness, bear attacks, dead-stick landings, snowmobile mishaps, overturned canoes, and even an escape from a steaming volcano. Illus. 223 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**3929507 ENCOUNTERS FROM A KAYAK: Native People, Sacred Places, and Hungry Polar Bears.** By Nigel Foster. Offers a fascinating and inspiring collection of kayaking adventures that describe the people’s magical experiences. These stories include the animals, the people, and sacred places that grabbed Foster’s attention while sea kayaking. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**4672267 WINDS OF THE STEEPLE: Walking the Great Silk Road from Central Asia to China.** By Bernard Olivier. The astonishing tale of Olivier’s 7,500-mile walk from Turkey to China via the Silk Road, the longest and most mythical trade route of all time. Pondering history and the place of the people he meets in an increasingly perilous world. Olivier’s thoughts involve journeys, circles and earthworks. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**394493X FOR THE LOVE OF EUROPE: My Favorite Places, People, and Stories.** By Rick Steves. You’ll be at home on the streets of these 36 historic locations, as Steves savor a near-erotic cheese course in France, dangle from a cliff in the Swiss Alps, and crowd-surf in an Istanbul mosque. You will find yourself falling in love with Europe too. Fully illus. in color. 408 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**3987612 USA NATIONAL PARKS: Lands of Wonder.** Ed. by M. Parrish & Z. Hultud. Whether you’re seeking inspiration for your next outdoor adventure, or reflecting on past adventures, you’ll discover the heritage of these ancient lands and find out what makes each of the 62 parks unique. This lavishly illustrated volume celebrates the country’s most breathtaking landscapes. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**3934308 THE NATIONAL TRAILS SYSTEM: An Illustrated History.** By Steve Elkinson. Describes how the National Trails System was established by federal law in 1968 building on other mid-20th century conservation measures. This is the first comprehensive book about the National Trails System, which is based largely on primary sources and is offered in chronological chapters, with photographs and maps. 208 pages. Vertebr. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95


**3945527 FULL MOON OVER NOAH’S ARK.** By Rick Antonson. Takes readers through the shadows and broad landscapes of Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Armenia shedding light on a troubled but fascinating area of the world. Antonson mixes vivid historical anecdote with unexpected travel vignettes as he treks up Mount Ararat’s nearly 17,000 foot summit. Photos. 382 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

**3946734 WILD RUINS B.C.: The Explorer’s Guide to Britain’s Ancient Sites.** By Dave Hamilton. Reveals Britain’s extraordinary ancient history, from 10,000 years ago to the birth of Christ. Explores over 400 wild sites, discovers the lost remains and mysterious stones that lie hidden in some of the most beautiful landscapes of Britain. From European temples to stone circles and earthworks. Well illus. in color. 284 pages. Wild Things. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

**3977427 LIMITLESS WONDERS: From Nature’s Special Places to Incomparable Structures Created by Outstanding Artists and Architects.** Ed. by Alberto Hernandez et al. An illuminating visual guide to 30 stunning man-made and natural wonders from around the world. Featuring accurate reconstructions and cutaway models from various stages in human development that right to the heart of each of them. 255 pages. Chatwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**3999552 WORLD’S GREATEST WONDERS: From Nature’s Special Places to Incomparable Structures Created by Outstanding Artists and Architects.** Ed. by Alberto Hernandez et al. An illuminating visual guide to 30 stunning man-made and natural wonders from around the world. Featuring accurate reconstructions and cutaway models from various stages in human development that right to the heart of each of them. 255 pages. Chatwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**2945274 FOR THE LOVE OF EUROPE: My Favorite Places, People, and Stories.** By Rick Steves. You’ll be at home on the streets of these 36 historic locations, as Steves savor a near-erotic cheese course in France, dangle from a cliff in the Swiss Alps, and crowd-surf in an Istanbul mosque. You will find yourself falling in love with Europe too. Fully illus. in color. 408 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**2902773 THIS IS A BOOK FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE THE NATIONAL PARKS.** By Matt Ganzynski. From Acadia to Zion, this little volume celebrates the natural wonders and unusual backstories of America’s majestic national parks. Color illus. 16 pages. Runway Press. Pub. at $14.00 $7.95

**2971224 CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ ALONG ROUTE 66.** By Joe Sonderman. This collection of vintage postcards is combined with photographs from highway departments, some modern images, and archival sources to capture the mood and pop motifs, diners, drive-ins, service stations, gas stations, restaurants, and roadside attractions along the legendary Route 66. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $13.95


**3958983 ULTIMATE EXPLORER GUIDE FOR KIDS.** By Justin Sharp. 36 pages. Fully illus. in color. $13.95

**3852449 SEARCH AND RESCUE ALASKA.** By Tracy Salcedo. Illus. 188 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**3918432 AROUND THE WORLD ON A BICYCLE.** By Rick Steves. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. The Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.99 $19.95


**3918877 THE BELLS OF OLD TOKYO: Meditations on Time and a City.** By Anna Sherman. 337 pages. Picador. Pub. at $26.00 $16.95
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Travel Guides

395435 BACKROADS & BYWAYS OF WISCONSIN, SECOND EDITION: Drives, Day Trips, Wooded Excursions by Martin Revolin. This new edition is the ultimate guide to exploring the beauty of the Badger State on the most scenic alternative routes Wisconsin has to offer. Includes maps and detailed travel instructions, along with recommendations for what to do, where to stay and where to eat. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. ACC Art Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

377990 THE GUIDE TO WALDEN POND, By Robert M. Thorsen. 250 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00


392758 COASTAL SCOTLAND: Celebrating the History, Heritage and Wildlife of Scottish Shores, By Stuart Fisher. 208 pages. Adlard Coles. 6x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95


2836661 BACK ROADS AND BYWAYS OF IRELAND: Eyewitness Travel, By Donna Dalley et al. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00


6939775 SHERLOCK HOLMES' LONDON: Discover the City from the West End to Wapping, By Rose Shepherd. Maps & photos. 256 pages. I. B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


Puzzles & Games

2791560 DOT-TO-DOT MINDFULNESS, By Chris Bell. A delightful collection of over 120 Dot-to-Dots, numbered by number. Each one reveals places and brings associated with meditation, healing and heightened spiritual awareness. Inner peace awaits you as you embark on this enjoyable journey. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

395211 WHAT'S HIDING HERE? Find the Detail That’s Different in Each Photo. Enjoy hours of challenging puzzle entertainment with these beautifully illustrated and designed by you can find what is hiding in the picture. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Firefly. 8x13¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3912485 PUZZLE BARON’S PICTURE PUZZLES: 100 Full-Color Puzzles for Everyone! By Stephen F. Ryder. Bursting with color and shape and including a fantastic collection of puzzles for you to enjoy and take on adventures throughout the world, this puzzle collection provides endless hours of fun no matter what your age. Solutions included. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

5914221 SUDOKU: With over 450 Puzzles. Sudoku fans of all levels of ability will love losing themselves in this fabulous compilation of over 450 puzzles. Solutions included. 512 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

2889470 DOT-TO-DOT CREATE AMAZING IMAGES. Looking for something creative to enjoy, but don’t have any drawing skills? You don’t need to be an expert to complete these amazing dot-to-dot puzzles. There are over 190 images to create, ranging from iconic buildings, oriental artwork, and mythical creatures to well-loved characters from film, TV, and literature. 144 pages. paperback. Pub. at $7.95

4678466 CHALLENGING DOT-TO-DOT: Over 70 Timed Puzzles to Test Your Skill! Each puzzle gets gradually more complex, until you reach a challenge, a dot that is so hard that you’ll be tempted to look at the solution. There’s a time challenge with every contest and you can give yourself a sticker if you can beat the rest. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Barron’s. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.97

393650 KILLER POKER: Strategy and Tactics for Winning Poker Play, By John Vorhaus. Leading poker journalist, Vorhaus, shows how to leave your inhibitions at the door, analyze and fix your own flaws honestly and build your confidence, and play some of the best poker of your life, by completely changing your state of mind. It’s time to put your cards on the table and outfox your opponents and walk away a winner. 284 pages. Little, Stuart. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3952665 THE ULTIMATE RPG GAMEPLAY GUIDE, By James D’Amato. Whether you’re new to the role-playing game world, getting back into RPGs, or want to get more out of your current campaign, this guide is the most fun and creative way to make your story one worth telling. Includes exercises and advice to help you get the most from your role-playing game experience. 254 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

3990195 THE SECRET HISTORY OF MAGICK: The True Story of the Deceptive Art. By P. Lamont & J. Steinmeyer. A history of people from humble roots who made and lost fortunes and deceived kings and queens. In order to survive, they concealed many secrets, yet they revealed some and they stole others. The authors reveal how this was done, and why magic matters in a world that no longer seems to have a place for it, but which desperately needs a sense of wonder. Illus. 357 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $26.00

Like us on Facebook at: Edward R Hamilton BookSeller
your wordplay skills or a simply in the mood for a gentle fascinating journey of the imagination as you travel the world with 130 Puzzles to Inspire a Globe-Trotting Adventure.

From your car to your couch, the road trips in this collection help analyze of published puzzle grids. Solutions included. 192 pages. Publications Board. Pub. at $9.99.

Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95.


LIMITED EDITION 3962784 THE EVERYTHING CROSSWORD & PUZZLE BOOK, VOLUME II. By Charles Timmerman. Features thirteen different puzzle types, including all-in-one puzzles, plus one puzzle you may twist and turn in all directions! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.


4672444 DEVILISHLY HARD FIREBALL CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Peter Gordon. Beware! These puzzles are so hard, they may scorch your brain. Of course, they also require your puzzle solving skills, white, especially by brilliantly executed crossword puzzles with friendlier difficult clues. Solutions provided. 64 pages. Puzzlewright. 8¼x11. Paperback. $6.95.
Crosswords & Word Games

$39928X THE NEW YORK TIMES HAPPY SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. This collection of Sunday crosswords is sure to give you a sense of achievement. Convenienly sized, it's perfect to bring along wherever you go. Solutions included. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

$297390 THE NEW YORK TIMES WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLE (WEDNESDAYS), VOLUME 1 Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday crosswords can wait until the end of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Do you have what it takes? Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. $8.95

$3791254 THE NEW YORK TIMES PICNIC BLANKET CROSWORDST. Ed. by Will Shortz. This nice little portable collection contains 75 easy to hard puzzles with clever themes

$3981193 THE NEW YORK TIMES WEDNESDAY PUZZLES, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Wednesday is never the best or worst day of the week, but if you're a crossword solver, a Wednesday puzzle is always just right, and this volume c olects the best of the best Wednesday puzzles. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. $8.95

$4674060 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 6. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday puzzles are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them. Only a true puzzle-master will conq uer all these formidable grids. Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. $8.95

$3953292 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 7. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday puzzles are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them. Only a true puzzle-master will conquer all these formidable grids. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. $8.95

$3921556 LARGE PRINT WORD SEARCH: OVER 200 PUZZLES. By the eds. of Portable Press. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Increase your brain power with more than 200 word search puzzles. These are the kind of puzzles that all ages can enjoy. Solutions provided. 201 pages. Portable Press. $12.99

$3756290 LARGE PRINT WORD SEARCH: GREATEST WORD PUZZLES. By Dana and Mark Danna. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Challenging, baffling, and absorbing—these word search puzzles are designed to be fun and easy to do. There's a little bit of pop culture, sports, music, geography, and more just to keep things interesting. Solutions included. 287 pages. $12.99

$46518X INGENIOUS LARGE PRINT WORDSEARCH. By Ben Addler. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Here's the ultimate treat for the word search fan who enjoys the ease of reading large print. This collection contains more than 100 themed puzzles and their solutions. 160 pages. Arcturus. $8.95

$3791082 LARGE PRINT PEACE OF MIND BIBLE WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 4: Puzzles. By Linda Peters. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Combines brain building fun with the worshipful words of the Psalms. Thanks to large, boldface print, puzzle enthusiasts can enjoy finding hidden words and phrases from beloved selections of scripture. Clean, fun, and just challenging enough, this is a perfect gift for the puzzle lover in your life. Solutions included. Good Books. $8.95

$3992232 READER'S DIGEST LARGE PRINT RELIGIOUS WORD SEARCHES. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Time to sharpen your pencils so you can sharpen your mind with this ultimate collection of 100 religious word searches. Puzzles provide 128 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

$4852177 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF WORDSEARCH. 234 pages. Arcturus. $8.95


$3785524 LARGE PRINT ACROSTICS. By Francis Heaney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 288 pages. Puzzlewright. $12.95

$3878612 EASY AS ABC CROSSWORD. By Doug Pederson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 103 pages. $7.95

$6280803 STRESS LESS WORD SEARCH. By Charles Timmerman. 128 pages. Adams Media. $9.95

$477021 THE EVERYTHING MINDFUL WORD SEARCH BOOK, VOLUME 2. By Charles Timmerman. 168 pages. Adams Media. $9.95

$3968233 TRIVIA CROSSWORDS TO KEEP YOU SHARP. By Stanley Newman. 64 pages. Puzzlewright. $7.95

$3786013 GIANT WORDSEARCH. 127 pages. Sirius. $11.95

$2871769 WIDE-OPEN EASY THEMELESS CROSSWORDS. By Martin Ashwood-Smith. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. $8.95

$3703863 THE CENTENNARY OF THE CROSSWORD. By John Falp. 320 pages. Adams Media. $12.95

$3923584 ULTIMATE LARGE PRINT WORD SEARCH. By Mark Danna. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 320 pages. Puzzlewright. $14.95

$3988118 LARGE PRINT WORDSEARCH: Engaging Puzzles to Challenge and Entertain. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 92 pages. Arcturus. $8.95

$3917754 JUMBO LARGE PRINT EASY CROSSWORDS # 5. By Thomas Joseph. LARGE PRINT EDITION. SHOPWORN. 288 pages. Puzzlewright. $8.95

$3949069 THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMNIBUS, VOLUME 15. Ed. by Will Shortz. 280 pages. $9.95

$3923383 THE NEW YORK TIMES TEA TIME CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. 92 pages. St. Martin's. $9.95

$3953383 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. 60 pages. St. Martin's. $9.95

$379122X THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 20. Ed. by Will Shortz. 50 pages. St. Martin's. $9.95


$3791223 THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE PRINT SEASON'S GREETINGS CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. LARGE PRINT EDITION. St. Martin's. $11.95

Crosswords & Word Games

Trivia & Imponderables

$391632 NOW I KNOW: THE Soviets Invaded Wisconsin?! By Dan Lewis. Discrimination against cat owners in Siberia really need to pay their taxes--and learn about Geronimo the bear, who was dropped from a flying plane to solve an agricultural problem, while you up your trivia game and out-nerd your friends with this collection of 100 facts to blow your mind. 286 pages. Adams Media. $19.99

$2849372 URBAN LEGENDS: Bizarre Tales You Would Be Proud. These 465 wild stories that people will claim are true without a doubt, and this collection showcases the best of these fascinating and often creep tales. Whether you believe these urban myths or not, these eerie and entertaining tales keep us all 286. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$399452X BIZARRE WORLD. By E. Reid Ross. You'll discover all kinds of creepy, hilarious, chilling, and downright bizarre world practices that will make you wonder what kind of planet can be. 272 pages. Adams Media. $15.99

$5000784 URBAN LEGENDS: Bizarre Tales You Would Be Proud. These 465 wild stories that people will claim are true without a doubt, and this collection showcases the best of these fascinating and often creep tales. Whether you believe these urban myths or not, these eerie and entertaining tales keep us all 286. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$3792338 UNTIMELY DEMISE: A Darkly Humorous Presentation of 365 Deadly Deeds. By William Dwayne. Presents a day-by-day calendar of telling tales from the book of history that we have often one another since the beginning of time. From ninja swords to cyanide, poisons to pistols, the deadly details of 365 dastardly murders are unravelled in this small book. 372 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

$3706230 NAPOLEON'S NEPHEMORIDS: And Other Small Events That Changed History. By Phil Mason. Hilarious, fascinating, and a roller coaster ride through historical what-ifs and lesser known anecdotes, this compendium is a potpourri for serious historians and casual history buffs that reveals how much of history turned out to be the consequence of fortune, accident, or luck. 253 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$397511 WILL WE EVER SPEAK DOLPHIN? And 130 Other Science Questions Answered. Ed. by Mick O'Hare. Informative, hilarious, and sometimes perplexing questions and answers from NewScientist readers are endlessly fascinating. This volume brings the best of the bunch together in another witty, weird, and wise compendium that's irresistible for fans and neophytes alike. 225 pages. Nicholas. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$3814734 DO GEESE GET GOOSE BUMPS? AND MORE THAN 199 PERPLEXING QUESTIONS WITH ASTOUNDING ANSWERS. By the Bathroom Readers' Institute. From the maddening depths of the deep, this entertaining volume will expand your understanding of science, health, history, pop culture, and more. You'll learn why there are no flying cars; what's really in a hot dog; if your testicles are the size of a pea; why your pencil so you can sharpen your mind to Challenge and Entertain. LARGE PRINT EDITION. $4.95

$352045 GEEKS WHO DRINK PRESENTS: Duh! Ed. by Christopher D. W. Pellegrino. One reason that science geeks are usually the ones that send the answers right to the tip of your tongue, so obvious that you many not know the answer offhand, but you should. A reference that will not only educate but entertain, giving a deeper approach to science and the wonders of the world around us. Sorry not sorry if you're left scratching your head and asking “WTF?” Fully illus., most in color. 192 pages. Ripley Publishing. Pub. at $19.99
Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques

3210505 THE NEW LOW-Maintenance GARDEN: How to Have a Beautiful, Productive Garden and the Time to Enjoy It. By Valerie Easton. Inspiring designs prove that low-maintenance gardening can be rewarding, delicious, and fun, as well as time-saving and energy efficient. Explore the stylish gardens and meet the innovative gardeners in these pages and learn to enjoy your garden again, in color. 296 pages. Timber Press. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3814661 SAVING CONTAINER PLANTS. By Alice & Michael McGowan. Enjoy year after year of blooming beauty from the tender perennials you grow in pots on your terrace or balcony. From container gardening to these techniques offered in this compact volume. A detailed plant by plant guide provides easy reference to more than 100 popular container perennials. By Alice & Michael McGowan. 124 pages. Storey. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

3848426 GROW MORE WITH LESS. By Vincent A. Simeone. Offers the home gardener detailed and practical ways to create a sustainable home landscape. Simeone makes the what, how, and why of sustainable gardening clear and easily understandable, in color. 296 pages. Timber Press. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3648590 PRACTICAL ORGANIC GARDENING. The Non-Nonsense Guide to Growing Naturally. By Mark Highland. A scientifically driven, modern-day dive into the organic methods, products, and practices that will appeal to any home gardener. For each vegetable or flower, you'll learn effective ways to eliminate chemicals and still maintain vigorous, healthy plants. Well illus., in color. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. $19.95 $17.95

3663256 CHARLES DOWDING’S NO DIG GARDENING: COURSE 1: From Weeds to Vegetables Easily and Quickly. Learn how to use the practice of no digging on different soil types; prepare soil; organize your time; create and look after beds and paths; recognize and manage the different types of weeds; understand and use different types of mulch, and make compost in abundance of vegetables using this method. Well illus. in color. 239 pages. No Dig Garden. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

3670707 THE ESSENTIAL PERENNIALS FOR EVERY GARDEN: Selection, Care, and Profiles for over 110 Easy-Care Plants. By S. Roth & J. Courrier. Drawing from years of knowledge and practice these expert gardeners share effective techniques, helpful advice, and a bounty of resources for gardeners at all levels of interest and experience. Includes easy to follow steps for preparing a new garden or creating optional planting conditions, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. CompanionHouse. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3689078 THE CANNABIS GROW BIBLE, 3RD EDITION: The Definitive Guide to Growing Marijuana for Recreational and Medical Use. By Greg Green. Designed for beginning gardeners and experienced cannabis growers alike, this guide will show you how to grow big, potent buds quickly, safely and efficiently. Covers everything in depth from the small closet garden to commercial warehouse operations and even greenhouse projects. Fully illus. in color. 690 pages. Green Candy. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

3808289 ORGANIC BOOK OF COMPOST, 2ND REVISED EDITION. By Pauline Pears. Written in clear and simple terms, this edition will help you know about compost, how it works, and how to use it. With detailed chapters on the benefits of composting, getting started, materials, methods, and techniques, and worm composting, this is the only guide on composting you’ll ever need. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3971228 GROW YOUR OWN TEA: Planting, Harvesting, and Preparing, By C. Parks & S.M. Walcott. Tea lovers, make a fresh pot, sit down with this delightful guide, and discover the joys of growing and processing your own tea at home. The authors cover it all, from growing tea plants and harvesting leaves, to the distinct processes that create each tea’s signature flavors. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3738965 NONE OF MY BUSINESS. By P.J. O’Rourke. 244 pages. Grove. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


3925059 HOW TO GROW YOUR OWN HEMP. By G. & S. M. Armitage. Offers descriptions of more than 115 outstanding climbing plants, including size, habit, hardness, flowers and other characteristics, as well as the best method of propagation. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. Timber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

Plant Directories & Growing Guides

389010X THE HIMALAYAN GARDEN: Growing Plants from the Roof of the World. By Jim Jermyn. Providing a general overview of the Himalaya to orient the reader, the author describes the climate and landscape, the flora of the area, and the benefits and challenges of gardening in the Himalayas. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

3814645 THE PLANT LOVER’S GUIDE TO PRIMULAS. By Allan M. Sharland. A scientifically driven, modern-day dive into the organic methods, products, and practices that will appeal to any home gardener. For each vegetable or flower, you’ll learn effective ways to eliminate chemicals and still maintain vigorous, healthy plants. Well illus., in color. 240 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

3889297 YOU BET YOUR GARDEN GUIDE TO GROWING GREAT TOMATOES, SECOND EDITION. By Mike McGrath. The author explains how to grow a wide variety of great tasting tomatoes wherever you can plant seeds and no matter your gardening skills. Based on McGrath’s personal adventures and projects add this guide to your garden shelf, and you’ll enjoy a perfect tomato crop every year. 152 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

3897960 KILLER PLANTS: Growing and Caring for Flytraps, Pitcher Plants, and Other Deadly Figments of Imagination. They’re weird, they’re gorgeous, and they’re the perfect way to spice up your collection of houseplants. However, they can also be hard to find, hard to grow and care for, and this guide is here to help. Illus. 128 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

Humor

3901637 GARDEN MADE. By Stephanie Rose. Blending the pleasures of gardening with the joys of crafting, this guide shows you how to create a garden for your home, or give as gifts. With full step by step instructions, as well as gardening tips and advice, this resource will inspire seasoned and novice gardeners, and everyone in between. Fully illus. in color. 178 pages. Roost. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Plant Directories & Growing Guides

392268 PRACTICAL HOUSEPLANT BOOK. By F. Bailey & Z. Allaway. Bring the outdoors into your home with the 175 detailed plant profiles and expert plant care advice and instructions in this comprehensive volume. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95


392332 THE TIMBER PRESS GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL GARDENS OF THE WORLD. By Fred Dortort. This magnificent guide is an essential reference for all plant lovers with an interest in the fascinating world of succulents, providing a comprehensive history of succulents, expert information on growing succulents successfully, conservation and collection, unusual horticultural forms, and detailed descriptions of more than 2,000 plants. Fully illus. in color. 344 pages. Timber. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

378541 DIY AUTOFOUTERING CANNABIS: An Easy Way to Grow Your Own. By Jeff Lowenstein. Written by a gardening authority, this full-color illustrated guide covers the history and benefits of Autoflowering Cannabis; its origins, chemistry, and growing habits; step-by-step growing methods, including tips, tricks, and supplies; and how to harvest, process, and breed your new plants. 166 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


392116 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Maine to Maryland. By Roy Heizer. photos by N. Heizer. Discover and enjoy the flowers, shrubs, and trees of America's northern coastal region with this guide. Stroll through Portland, Boston, Common, New York City, Philadelphia, and beyond and delight in getting to know the historical, mythological, and original tales behind these plants. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

392118 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Florida to Virginia. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Learn the history, folklore and planting advice of the plants native to Florida to Virginia. The plants' botanical names are arranged alphabetically, with common names cross-referenced for easy use. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

391963 GARDEN FLORA: The Natural and Cultural History of the Plants in Your Garden. By Noel Kingsbury. 368 pages. Timber. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95


381457 THE PLANT LOVER'S GUIDE TO ASTERS. By Paul & Helen Picton. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95


Garden Plans & Planting Schemes

378108 DESIGNING WITH SUCCULENTS. By Debra Lee Baldwin. Succulents come in dramatic, sculptural shapes, intriguing textures, and sizzling colors, offering dazzling possibilities for garden design. The practical and inspirational, this guide offers step-by-step instructions on how to create beautifully balanced arrangements. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Timber. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95


Vegetable Gardening

398473 THE JOY OF KEEPING A ROOT CELLAR, SECOND EDITION. By Jennifer Megyesi. A complete guide to building and maintaining a root cellar. Even if it’s just a dark and cool closet you can keep the harvest fresh all winter, this book provides all the necessary information for both financial and environmental reasons. Megyesi shows how to make them part of every reader’s life. Fully illus. in color. 271 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

39425X SQUARE FOOT GARDENING: Growing Perfect Vegetables. Ed. by Todd R. Berger. Helps you prepare for those moments of decision making in your garden and at the market. Features hundreds of photos that show you what you are getting before you ever have a chance to pick or buy, along with tips and clues to help you interpret what your plants are trying to tell you. An essential visual guide for picking and buying produce with confidence—fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.45

392146 GROWING CHINESE VEGETABLES IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD. By Geri Harrington. Make room among your tomato vines and zucchini plants for an exciting new trend in gardening. Chinese greens and other edible plants will delight gardeners looking for new challenges and cooks eager for fresh flavors from the backyard. Includes growing instructions for 40 vegetables and herbs. Drawings. 216 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

314610 MAKING HAY: How to Cut, Dry, Rake, Gather, and Store a Nutritious Crop. By Ann Larkin Hansen. Explains the five steps to making hay to feed livestock. Covers how to suit the hay to your animals and the housing equipment to your farm operation, how to judge the weather and the crop, and how to cut, rake, dry, gather, and store a winter's supply of hay to bed your animals or sell for profit. Illus. 91 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

DVD 3943569 THE ART OF GARDENING: Homestead Blessings. Grow your green thumb as you learn valuable gardening tips in this practical, informative, and entertaining program. With over 30 years of experience on their Homestead Blessings farm, the West Ladies share invaluable knowledge on every facet of farm life, from pest control and crop management to successful container gardening. 49 minutes. Storey. $9.95


382115X INCREDIBLE EDIBLES: 43 Fun Things to Grow in the City. By Sonia Day. Perfect for those of you who don’t have the time or patience for conventional gardening text. Profiles 43 fun to grow plants with step-by-step instructions on how to start and maintain your organic edible garden in the city. Includes profiles. Well illus. in color. 124 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

3969118 BEGINNING SEED SAVING for the HOME GARDENER. By Jim Ulager. Explores how seed saving is both easier than we think and essential for developing and maintaining self-sufficient gardens. This is a comprehensive guide for those who want to reclaim our seed heritage, highlighting the importance of saving seeds. Also includes 100 important, subsequently generations. Photos, some in color. 88 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3784797 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC VEGETABLE GARDENER’S HANDBOOK. By Brian Bell et al. Whether you’ve never touched a trowel in your life or have been harvesting at home for decades, you’ll quickly benefit from the scores of time-saving tips and proven veggie-growing techniques that pack this easy-to-use guide. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Yankee. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/840
**Specialty Gardening**


---

**Exotic & Rare Plant Species**

| **3781983** SUCCELLANTS AT HOME: Choosing, Growing, and Decorating with the Easiest Houseplants Ever, By John Tulloch. A Gardener’s Expert Guide. Make the most of your plants, from the how and why of soil and container choice to step by step instructions for re-potting and crafting arrangements like terrariums and wreaths. You’ll discover 75 succulents and cacti that can grow at home, and everything you need to know to fill your house with happy, healthy plants. Well illus. in color. 186 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 | $16.95 |
| **DVD 3748474** CANNABIS EVOLUTION. Join the hosts on an exploration of one of the most astounding and controversial plants ever to sprout. It is a story of thousands of years, and millions of people—it is the story of an herb called cannabis, and a miracle plant known as marijuana. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 | $11.95 |
| **378004X** POCKET GUIDE TO HOUSEPLANTS: Over 240 Easy-Care Favorites, By Jack Kramer. The only manual to houseplants you’ll ever need. You’re shown everything you need to know—including plant care, plant descriptions and complete growing and care information for over 240 popular species you’ll be able to find the perfect plants for any and every space in your home! Full color. 312 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 |
| **3850838** SUCCELLANTS AND ALL THINGS UNDER GLASS: Ideas and Inspiration for Indoor Gardens, By Isabelle Palmer. Transform your home with more than 25 innovative and inspiring ideas using succulents and terrariums to create beautiful indoor gardens with this guide. Learn how to grow under glass, with helpful advice and techniques, as well as handy tips for taking care of your new house plants. Full color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $14.95 | $11.95 |
| **3850838** FERNS: Indoors, Outdoors, Growing, Crafting, By Mobbie Weinstein. You’ll find everything you need to know to grow dozens of types of ferns successfully. Variety profiles detail appearance and outdoor and indoor growing tips, plus you’ll learn to create beautiful fern magic by crafting creative planting projects. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $21.99 | $16.95 |
| **382158** HOUSEPLANTS FOR ALL: How To Fit Any Home with Happy Plants, By Danea Herst. Whether you’re an experienced plant parent or have never owned anything other than a fake ficus, this little reference is the perfect guide to filling your home with houseplants. Fully illus. in color. 196 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00 | $14.95 |
| **3819760** GARDENING IN YOUR GREENHOUSE, By Mark Freeman. Offers practical information on everything you need to know to raise plants successfully in your home greenhouse including: selecting the right equipment, preparing the soil, watering, regulating heat and light, starting seeds, automating your greenhouse, and hardening off. Drawings. 200 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 | $17.95 |
| **3920461** THE LANGUAGE OF HOUSEPLANTS: Plants for Home and Healing, By Cherelyn Darcey. 178 pages. Rockpool. Pub. at $17.95 | $12.95 |
| **201453X** GROWING HEALTHY HOUSEPLANTS: Choose the Right Plant, Water Wisely, and Control Pests, By Ellen Zachos. Illus. 121 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 | $3.95 |

---

**Lanscaping & Design**

| **4659793** GARDEN RENOVATION: Transform Your Yard into the Garden of Your Dreams, By Bobbie Schwartz. Start your garden here! A landscape designer will help you assess the plants and features you have, make the right changes for success, decide the best way to landscape your yard, give tips on the right way to take care of your home’s curb appeal. Includes a gallery of gardens providing ideas and inspiration. Well illus., most color. 260 pages. Timber. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 | $6.95 |
| **3865282** BOTANY FOR DESIGNERS: A Practical Guide for Landscape Architects and Other Professionals, By Kimberly Duffy Turner. The author, a landscape architect and horticulturalist, explains the essentials of plant design, explaining how different plant characteristics and uses can be used to achieve effective site proper designs. Illus. well. 192 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 | $9.95 |
| **3821528** INTERIOR LANDSCAPES: Horticulture and Design, By Jerome & Seth Maltiz. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Norton. Pub. at $50.00 | $5.95 |

---

**Trees, Shrubs & Plants**

| **3947386** THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO MUSHROOMS: How to Identify and Gather over 200 Species Throughout North America, By Guillaume Eysartier, illus. by J. Norwood. Mushrooms are an incredibly vast range of species, including all shapes and sizes and colors. This exciting collection includes a wealth of information on two hundred essential mushroom varieties. Whether you want to identify mushrooms, study mushrooms, or use edible mushrooms in your recipes, this guide for mushroom lovers eager to collect tasty wild mushrooms, this practical and thorough guide is invaluable. Focuses on mushrooms that are both safe and delicious, it reveals how to recognize twelve key types. Includes information on mushroom seasons, handling, storage, and cooking. Well illus. in color. 344 pages. Skyhorse. 9½ x 11½. Pub. at $24.99 | $7.95 |
| **3947343** MUSHROOMING WITHOUT FEAR: The Beginner’s Guide to Collecting Safe and Delicious Mushrooms, By Alexander Schweg. For gourmet and non-gourmet mushroom lovers eager to collect tasty wild mushrooms, this practical and thorough guide is invaluable. Focuses on mushrooms that are both safe and delicious, it reveals how to recognize twelve key types. Includes information on mushroom seasons, handling, storage, and cooking. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 | $9.95 |
| **3814055** DOGGWOODS: The Genus Cornus, By F. Cappiello & D. Shad. Dogwood trees and shrubs are unquestionably among the most popular plants in the landscape. This book provides a solid overview of all dogwoods of horticultural merit, with specific information on cultivation, combating pests and diseases, and the fundamentals of breeding. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Pub. at $39.95 | $7.95 |
| **391674X** CONTINUOUS COLOR: A Month-By-Month Guide to Shrubs and Small Trees for the Continuous Bloom Garden, By Pam Duthie. Tells you what you need to know to choose the right plant, with each entry featuring a color photo of the plant, type, USDA hardiness zone, height and spread, foliage and fruit description, problems, care, insider’s tips, and plants to combine in the garden. 337 pages. Ball Publishing. 9½x10½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $39.95 | $19.95 |
| **6629962** HAWTHORN: The Tree That Has Nourished, Healed, and Inspired Through the Ages, By Bill Vaughn. One of humankind’s oldest companions, the hawthorn tree is bound up in the history and imagination of humanity throughout the Northern Hemisphere. This engaging study examines the surprisingly far-reaching impact of the hawthorn on the course of humankind. 258 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $29.45 | $6.95 |
| **372302** THE LOVE OF PAWPAWS: A Mini Manual for Growing and Caring for PawPaws—From Seed to Table, By Michael Judd. The pawpaw is a special tree with a rich custard pulp and a flavor medley of mango, banana, and pineapple. Nature’s own healthy dessert that grows on a beautiful, low-maintenance fruit tree. Dive into the pawpaw adventure as the author takes you from seed to table to discover how exotic tasting fruit and easy cultivation come together. Well illus. in color. 173 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $29.45 | $19.95 |
| **3814553** PLANTING AND MAINTAINING A TREE COLLECTION, By Simon Trott. The Director of the Westonbirt National Arboretum in Gloucestershire explores the fascinating subject of collecting trees from a historical, practical, and philosophical standpoint. Covers private gardens, public arboreta, planning and preparation, cataloging and labeling, management and mapping, and much more. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Timber. Pub. at $39.95 | $7.95 |
| **3755138** THE NET OF THE TREE: An Enchanted History, By Paul Kingsbury, photos by A. Jones. Describes 91 species of tree that span the millennia of evolution and the reaches of the globe. Carefully crafted botanical descriptions and note the trees’ botanical origin and where they grow, as well as their size and characteristics, potential age, and value to people. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $39.95 | $11.95 |
| **3754146** GROWING TREES & SHRUBS INDOORS: Breathe New Life into Your Home with Large Plants, By DJ Herda. Growing trees and shrubs indoors is no longer like a monumental challenge, but it’s no different than growing any plants indoors. This definitive guide shows how these plants propagate, how to control their climate, and anecdotally explores the history. Well illus., some in color. 226 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 | $17.95 |
| **5795559** THE HIDDEN LIFE OF TREES: What They Feel, How They Communicate, Why Peter Wohlleben Makes a Convincing Argument that Trees are Social Beings, and in Fact Live in Social Networks much like families; tree parents have given their children all the training and tricks you need to help them survive and flourish in an indoor environment. Well illus., in color. 226 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 | $17.95 |
3941809  SIMPLE APPLIQUE: Approachable Techniques. Easy Methods. Beautiful Results. By Dieda Diehl. With this comprehensive how-to guide, the author shares the secrets of her invisible machine applique and wool applique techniques. Includes twenty-five techniques that are clearly demonstrated. 64 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99  $4.95

3907554  KNITTING THE PERFECT FIT: Essential Fully Fashioned Shaping Techniques for Designer Results. By Melissa Leapman. No matter your skill level, anyone can use fully fashioned shaping techniques to create beautiful, polished sweaters with this comprehensive guide. Leapman shows you how to incorporate them into your knitting with step by step techniques in workshops. Also included are nineteen original patterns for well-fitting knit garments. Fully illus. in color. 158 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99  $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3923031  JUST SOCKS, JUST BAGS, JUST GIFTS. Ed. by Shannon Okey et al. From slippers to bags to gifts, this all-original collection of knit and crocheted projects from Lion Brand Yarn promises to keep crafters on their toes. These projects are for beginners and experts alike and include tips, techniques, and patterns from twenty-five designers. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  $4.95

4314692  KNITTING FABRIC RUGS: 28 Colorful Designs for Crafters of Every Level. By Karen Tiede. Colorful strips of recycled fabric are given new life in 28 fabulous accent rugs that you can make with large knitting needles and Tide’s step by step instructions. Inspired by classic design motifs, these designs are bursting with color and style. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

3979121  201 KNITTING MOTIFS, BLOCKS, PROJECTS, AND IDEAS. By Nicki Trench. Contains 150 stunning knitted blocks, ranging from the simplest of basic shapes to intricate elaborate blocks and beyond, charts and fifty-one specially designed projects showing how to use the blocks. Includes hints, tips, and basic techniques. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. That Patchwork Place. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $6.95


3923542  SEAMLESS (OR NEARLY SEAMLESS) KNITS. By Andrea Knit Knit. With this handy handy guide you’ll have knitted one piece or in sections added on by simply picking up stitches. We’ll illus. in color. 128 pages. Martingale. Spiralbound. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95


3918139  THE KNOTTER’S SUNKEN BEAUTY: A Book of Twine & Knots, Knots & Twine. Ed. by Shannon Okey et al. From slippers to bags to gifts, this all-original collection of knit and crocheted projects from Lion Brand Yarn promises to keep crafters on their toes. These projects are for beginners and experts alike and include tips, techniques, and patterns from twenty-five designers. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  $4.95

3919740  SOMETHING DOGGIE KNIT Sweaters & Accessories for Your Best Friend. By Corrine Niessler. Keep your dog warm and fashionably dressed by knitting comfortable, washable sweaters. Each can be accomplished in the same amount of time it takes to create a hat, scarf or mittens. Features eighteen projects and a techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

3910474  SERENITY: Peaceful Projects to Soothe and Inspire. By Nikki Van De Car. The perfect opportunity to slow down, recharge, and appreciate the small, meaningful details of everyday life with this collection of twenty-five knitting and crocheting patterns united by one all-encompassing idea: finding peace. Includes step by step instructions along with an inspirational prompt for each project. We’ll illus. in color. 120 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

Like us on Facebook/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
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3923542  SEAMLESS (OR NEARLY SEAMLESS) KNITS. By Andrea Knit Knit. With this handy handbook you’ll have knitted one piece or in sections added on by simply picking up stitches. We’ll illus. in color. 128 pages. Martingale. Spiralbound. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

3918139  THE KNOTTER’S SUNKEN BEAUTY: A Book of Twine & Knots, Knots & Twine. Ed. by Shannon Okey et al. From slippers to bags to gifts, this all-original collection of knit and crocheted projects from Lion Brand Yarn promises to keep crafters on their toes. These projects are for beginners and experts alike and include tips, techniques, and patterns from twenty-five designers. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  $4.95

3919740  SOMETHING DOGGIE KNIT Sweaters & Accessories for Your Best Friend. By Corrine Niessler. Keep your dog warm and fashionably dressed by knitting comfortable, washable sweaters. Each can be accomplished in the same amount of time it takes to create a hat, scarf or mittens. Features eighteen projects and a techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

3910474  SERENITY: Peaceful Projects to Soothe and Inspire. By Nikki Van De Car. The perfect opportunity to slow down, recharge, and appreciate the small, meaningful details of everyday life with this collection of twenty-five knitting and crocheting patterns united by one all-encompassing idea: finding peace. Includes step by step instructions along with an inspirational prompt for each project. We’ll illus. in color. 120 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

Like us on Facebook/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
467891 JAPANESE STITCHES UNRAVELED: 160+ Stitch Patterns to Knit Top Down. Ed. by Bernie & Martin. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Foreword by Bernard. The author has collected and translated more than 160 pattern designs in this volume, most of them well known to Japanese knitters. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Randal & Peters & Small. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $8.95.

3991595 A-Z OF KNITTING: The Ultimate Resource for Beginners and Experienced Knitters. Everything you need to know about knitting is here, from beginner's basics to advanced techniques. With over 100 diagrams and helpful photographs, this complete resource walks you through the intricacies of knitting in a logical and easy-to-follow manner. Includes the basics of casting on, knitting, purling, and casting off. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

4684218 FIRST TIME KNITS: Fun Projects to Take You From Beginner to Knitter. By Louise Walker. Project by project, this volume starts off with the most exciting and achievable knits, teaching you new techniques as you move on to more challenging projects. With clear step-by-step instructions and helpful diagrams, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $9.95.


5752515 100 SNOWFLAKES TO CROCHET. By Caitlin Sainio. Bring the magic of fresh snowflakes into your home with this collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and elegant to complex and eye-catching, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. New Holland. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95.


3973332 YOU WILL BE ABLE TO CROCHET BY THE END OF THIS BOOK. By Zoe Bateman. This book is a comprehensive guide that will enable you to create any crochet beautiful items, from a colorful plant pot cover to a chic blanket and a cute cuddly toy. 159 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.


3807305 WILD: How to Crochet Animals. By Kerry Lord. Learn to crochet these twenty-five miniature wild animal patterns with the clearly illustrated step by step instructions that guide you through the basics and introduce you to new techniques as you turn the pages. Includes a techniques section. 112 pages. Lark Crafts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

3877035 MY CROCHET WARDROBE. By Cassie Ward. This delightful volume includes 15 wonderfully wearable and on-trend crochet garments, using a variety of different yarns, wools, and fabrics. The collection includes jumpers, cardigans, ponchos, kimonos, and cover-ups, ranging in difficulty from the beginner to the more advanced crocheter and accompanied by an easy-to-follow schematic. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuva. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $17.95.

3969572 DIAMONDS TO CROCHET. Ed. by Marie Clayton. If you want to know how to get started at crochet, everything from making a slip stitch and working out your gauge to your finished make is covered in this guide. It includes useful tips on making raised stitches, creating bobbles and clusters, and working ribbing in crochet. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Randal & Peters & Small. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

Activities for Kids


3978920X FUN JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS, VOLUME 2. Jam-packed with knock jokes, ridiculous riddles, and embarrassing anecdotes, this collection is guaranteed to keep kids laughing. Ages 6-12. 128 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. $5.95

3992675 FUN JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS, VOLUME 3. Compiles the best of the best for young readers, edited by two of their sisters—Alexa who’s in fourth grade and Arya who’s in first grade. Ages 6 & up. 128 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. $5.95

397782X TAKE IT TO YOUR SEAT MATH CENTERS, GRADES 4-6. By Jill Norris et al. Engage and motivate 4th to 6th graders with fifteen activities in centers that are a fun and effective way to reinforce basic skills. Each center is self contained, portable, and includes the convenience of the full color task cards and center materials. Grades 4-6. 192 pages. Evan-Moor. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

3977782 STAR WARS REBELS: Ultimate Sticker Collection. By D. Femino & A. Orlandi. Enter the world of Star Wars Rebels with Kanan, Zeb, and the brave rebel friends as they take on the evil Empire, then join the action with more than 1,000 reusable stickers featuring appearances by beloved Rebels characters like Sabine and Chopper. Gradeschoolers, illus. in color. 32 pages. Workman. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

3977781 TAKE IT TO YOUR SEAT MATH CENTERS, GRADES 3-4. By J.E. Moore & J. Norris. Engage and motivate 3rd and 4th graders with fourteen activities in centers that are a fun and effective way to reinforce basic skills. Each center is self contained, portable, and includes both teacher and student instructions. You’ll love the convenience of the full color task cards and center materials. Grades 3-4. 192 pages. Evan-Moor. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

3965210 MAKE AND FLY YOUR OWN PAPER DRONE. By Lee Hee-Woo. Put together and fly drones, the driving force of the future’s quaternary sector, while mastering fundamental math and science. This volume is designed so you can pop out and make the model that you want, while learning about each model in detail. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Tuva. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

3962900 THE ENGLISH GRAMMAR WORKBOOK FOR GRDES 3, 4, AND 5. By Shelly Rees. Covering all the most crucial concepts for 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders, including parts of speech, punctuation, and more, this grammar workbook combines comprehensive instruction with fun lessons. Whether it’s learning about playing games and activities, set your child up for elementary school success! Answers included. Grades 3-5. 184 pages. Rockridge. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


3980000X HIGHLIGHTS JOKES PUZZLE BIG FUN ACTIVITY PAD. Every puzzle has a punchline in this big fun pad. Inside you’ll find riddle jokes, joke unscrambles, silly fill-in stories, funny matching, and a whole lot more! Solutions included. Ages 6-9 years. Fully illus. in color. Highlights for Children. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


465384X FACT-PACKED ANIMAL ACTIVITY BOOK. By William Potter. If you’re wild about animals, then this collection of activities is just perfect for you! It’s brimming over with fantastic facts about wild animals. Make an awesome moniker, make a press out eagle that really flies. Solve cool puzzles and get creative with step by step activities. Solutions included. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Canyon. 9x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $4.95 $4.45


3969231 COMPLETE MATH SUCCESS GRADE 2. Provides plenty of interesting and systematic practice for developing and improving your child’s math skills. An easy to follow guide that you can use to reinforce basic skills and make sure your child does not miss critical concepts for mastering the necessary skills. With vivid illustrations and interesting activities, your child will find working through this workbook both fun and rewarding. Answers included. Grade 2. 328 pages. Popular Book Company. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3969207 COMPLETE CURRICULUM SUCCESS GRADE 2. The curriculum based units of math, English and science are designed to ensure that your child understands the concepts and masters the necessary skills. With vivid illustrations and interesting activities, your child will find working through this workbook both fun and rewarding. Answers included. Grade 2. 328 pages. Popular Book Company. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

4670949 MATH GAMES FOR CLEVER KIDS. By Gareth Moore. With more than 100 mathematical puzzles, this little activity book will challenge your mind to the max! Answers provided. For ages 7-11. E.S. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $4.45

3999126 BRAIN GAMING FOR CLEVER KIDS. By Gareth Moore. With more than 100 timed brain games to tackle, this collection is the ultimate workout for your magnificent mind. These puzzles are designed to sharpen your brainpower, improve your reactions, boost your memory, and more. Fully illus. in color. Two Little Birds. 11½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

4756949 ACTIVITY PAD. By Gareth Moore. With more than 100 mathematical puzzles, this little activity book will challenge your mind to the max! Answers provided. For ages 7-11. E.S. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $4.45

3971260 START WITH A SCRIBBLE: Drawing for the Artistically Undiscovered. By Dan Castle. Take support your inner genius, as you learn to draw with a little how-to and a lot of just do it. You’ll find prompts to provide ideas, exercises to sharpen your skills, and techniques to try, and plenty of wide open spaces to play around in. An artist quality pen and red and black watercolor pencils are included. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. 104 pages. The Experiment. 11x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/840
**396540 GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION GRADE 4: Skill Sharpeners.** By Bryan Langdo. Provides teacher-developed activities that help children practice and learn skills in key subject areas. Perfect for review and enrichment and helps with motivation. Grade 4, Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Evan-Moor. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**396450 GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION GRADE 5: Skill Sharpeners.** By Bryan Langdo. Provides teacher-developed activities that help children practice and learn skills in key subject areas. Perfect for review and enrichment and helps with motivation. Grade 5, Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Evan-Moor. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**3962555 THE PRINT HANDWRITING WORKBOOK FOR KIDS.** By Crystal Radke. Filled with awesome exercises to help kids learn the alphabet. Follow the line to perfect their printing with detailed letter guides and illustrated pages filled with jokes that make learning entertaining and fun. Ages 5-7. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**3962415 THE COMPLETE CURSIVE HANDWRITING WORKBOOK FOR KIDS.** By Crystal Radke. Detailed letter guides—with plenty of space to practice—help young writers learn their letters, while silly jokes and illustrated pages make it fun for them to write. Ages 7 & up. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**396177 NOISY FIRST WORDS: My First Touch and Feel Sound Book.** Text by Libby Walden. Touch, feel, and hear first words on every page of this interactive and sturdy board book. With appealing photographs, fun facts, tactile textures, and spoken words to help your child develop simple vocabulary! Ages 3-6. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

**3977560 LITTLE LEARNING WRITE AND WIPE FIRST WORDS: My First Touch and Feel Sound Book.** Text by Libby Walden. Touch, feel, and hear first words on every page of this interactive and sturdy board book. With appealing photographs, fun facts, tactile textures, and spoken words to help your child develop simple vocabulary! Ages 3-6. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

**3962547 THE MOTHER MUSEUM: A Junior Guide’s Tour of America’s Coolest Medical Museum.** By Anna Dhody, illus. by T. Fruc. This easy-to-use guide, on a tour of the world’s best-known medical museum. A.J. will take you on a fun and educational adventure through the Mutter’s amazing collection of unique medical specimens and objects. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 11¼x8½. $14.95

387256 COMPLETE MATH SUCCESS: Grade 3. In addition to providing interesting and systematic practice for developing and improving your child's math skills, your child will learn to apply those skills in solving math problems in real-life situations. Fully illustrated, in color. 272 pages. Popular Book Company. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.


38723X COMPLETE CURRICULUM SUCCESS GRADE 1. With vivid and interesting activities, your child will find working through the curriculum-based units covering math, English, and science both fun and rewarding. Grade 1. 312 pages. Popular Book Company. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95.


397251 RACE RELATIONS: The Struggle for Equality in America. By Barbara Diggins. Part of a set of four volumes which explore the social challenges that have come to the fore in the past few years that continue to drive us to do better in the future, this text teaches students about American race relations. Ages 12-15. Well illustrated, in color. 120 pages. McMillan. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.


4689927 CODE YOUR OWN GAMES! 20 Games that you need to know to create 10 super cool games that you and your friends can play. Ages 8 & up. Fully illustrated, in color. 153 pages. Big Picture Press. 10 1/4 x 14 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00.


3971637 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 MAPS. By Clare Hibbert. 36 pages. Pop., Illus., in color. 8 1/2 x 11 1/4. PagePerfect Pub. at $11.95.


Craft Project Collections

3892905 THE NO-KILL GARDEN: A Collection of Handcrafted Plants for the Blackest of Thumbs. By N. Van De Car & A. Rio. These handcrafted plants will give you the sense of being surrounded by green, luscious color, without having to worry about that pesky watering. You will find a wide variety of plants, in a range of easy to follow crafts, including paper, felt, needle-felt, knit and crochet for 30 different plants. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. 8½x11. Labrador Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

392099 PAINTING GOURDS WITH EHT FAIRY GOURDMOTHER. By Sammie Crawford. The Fairy Gourdmother provides patterns, color palettes, supply lists, and step by step instructions for painting and beautifully decorating ten whimsical projects, including a witch in training, a baby chimp, a wall pocket, a Christmas oil lamp, a magi, and more. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


Crafting Techniques & References

3896013 GOLD: Gilding History & Techniques. By Kirsten Beuster. This volume begins with a brief history of gold crafting and demonstrates the most important techniques. The technical details of the gilder’s art are shown in hundreds of detailed color photos, and tools and materials are covered. 111 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3895661 BUILDING GOURD BIRDS WITH THE FAIRY GOURDMOTHER. By Sammie Crawford. Offer your feathered friends a handcrafted home. This guide for making and decorating gourd birds and feeders is complete with patterns, color palettes, supply lists, and step by step directions for each project. The Fairy Gourdmother walks you through creating ten birdhouses and feeders. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Barron’s. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99


398333X MARCIA DECOSTER’S BEADS IN MOTION. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

Jewelry Making

4655885 ANCIENT WORLDS MODERN BEADS. By Montira Natasha vanPelt. Each of the 40 bead projects has a suggested skill level from easy to advanced with step by step instructions and diagrams for each, along with a full materials list. Discover the gorgeous array of techniques used to create these 40 jewelry projects. Includes necklaces, bracelets, and earrings in this guide. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kalmbach. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

Beadwork

3847284 THE BEADER’S WORKBOOK: More Than 50 Beading Projects for Jewelry and Accessories. By Kathleen Barry. Provides all the essential information needed to create more than 50 bead projects. After an overview of essential tools, materials and techniques, Barry takes you straight into creating projects using a wide range of beads, metallics, seed beads, and even stunning gemstones. Fully illus. in color. 158 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3965822 MEANLESS BEADWORK DIRECTIONS. By Cynthia Ruttledge. The author has created 15 new, elegant beadwork designs for intermediate to advanced beaders. Inspired by paintings from days gone by, the projects are accompanied by an image of the painting, a historical perspective, and step by step instructions. 186 pages. Kalmbach. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

Jewelry Making

4655885 ANCIENT WORLDS MODERN BEADS. By Montira Natasha vanPelt. Each of the 40 bead projects has a suggested skill level from easy to advanced with step by step instructions and diagrams for each, along with a full materials list. Discover the gorgeous array of techniques used to create these 40 jewelry projects. Includes necklaces, bracelets, and earrings in this guide. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Kalmbach. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

398333X MARCIA DECOSTER’S BEADS IN MOTION. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

Metalworking


Jewelry Making


387220 MAKING METAL JEWELRY: Projects, Techniques, Inspiration. By Joanne Reiss. Contains a wide array of chic jewelry without having to solder or use a torch. Cold-connecting metal is a great way to learn jewelry making, the tools are inexpensive and readily available, and the techniques provide a solid base for all types of metal work. Includes step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3924920 CONTEMPORARY COPPER JEWELRY: Step-by-Step Techniques and Projects. By Sharilyn Miller. Presents a stunning collection of wire designs from top jewelry designers. Copper wire offers jewelry makers an inexpensive yet stylish alternative to silver. Learn how to combine gorgeous copper wirework with beads, chains, and other metals for unique designs. Includes an instructional DVD. Well illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $14.95

3952177 THE JEWELRY RECIPE BOOK: Transforming Ordinary Materials into Stylish and Distinctive Earrings, Necklaces, and Bracelets. By Nancy Soriano. Presents more than 100 step by step projects and stunning photos for head turning accessories you won’t believe you’ve made yourself. Choose one of the materials, follow the “recipe,” and marvel at your new statement necklace, vintage-inspired bracelet, or go with everything earrings. 224 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

4655176 NEW STAMPED METAL JEWELRY. By L.N. Kelly & T. McCabe. Discover the unique looks you can achieve working with a variety of metals while advancing your metalsmithing skills. Whether you’re new to metal stamping or your hammer is in need of fresh inspiration, this guide has the instruction and inspiration you’re looking for. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3986177 ELEGANT SOUTACHE. By Ani Afshar. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3996374 PEARL PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS. By Daphne Yu. Discover how to make your own unique jewelry designs with pearls. Detailed step by step photos, diagrams and follow instructions guide you in the 23 projects presented here. Each showcases the color, luster, shape, and size of pearls; individual patterns; and prize-winning pieces; pearls on their own and pearls mixed with other semi-precious stones. Includes over 300 high-quality photos. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

386897X MAKING COPPER WIRE EARRINGS: More Than 150 Wire-Wrapped Designs. By Lora S. Irish. Showcases how you can experiment with 150 DIY earrings in various styles, from hoops, dangles, and coils to spirals, hearts, teardrops, and so many more. Free instructions step by step for instructions to guide you in the 23 projects presented here. Each showcases the color, luster, shape, and size of pearls; individual patterns; and prize-winning pieces; pearls on their own and pearls mixed with other semi-precious stones. Includes over 300 high-quality photos. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

3889643 RIBBON JEWELRY: A Step-by-Step Workshop. By Ani Afshar. Create a beaded necklace with long ribbon streamers and more with this guide that includes over 100 color photographs that detail each step. A gallery of similar styles will inspire you to keep creating. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3969401 METALSMAKING FOR JEWELRY MAKERS: Traditional and Contemporary Techniques for Inspiration and Projects. By Marko Asada & Mark H. McGrath. Comprehensive and sophisticated in its approach, this is the ultimate reference for jewelers of all levels. Exploring a wide range of both precious and nonprecious metals, traditional methods are examined alongside contemporary styles and adaptations to offer unique insight into the art and craft of jewelry making. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Barron’s. 9¾x10½. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


Fabric & Textile Arts

392457 HAPPY STITCH. By Jodie Rackley. With a few simple stitches and some basic materials, you’ll be crafting in no time at all! From plush animals to electronics cozies to coaster sets, you’ll love filling your home with these 30 crafty and fab felt projects. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light, 8½x11. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3841642 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PUNCH NEEDLE PROJECTS: 26 Accessories and Decorations to Embroider in Relief. By Juliette Miechel. Learn all the basics, then follow step by step instructions to complete 26 punch needle masterpieces full of color. Instructions are given for all techniques along with twenty unique projects—from home decor items to pouches and bags, scarves and other wearables. Instructions are given for all 26 projects. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Landauer Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

3912193 STENCIL STYLE 101. By Ed Roth. Presents more than 20 all-new reusable stencils perfect for customizing clothing and accessories. Combine the patterns with photos, magazine cut outs, buttons, and nautical art and start for an entirely unique look that will make heads turn. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95


3963934 SEASONAL PLANT DYES. By Alicia Hall. Shows you how to create colorful, natural, craft-ready plant dyes. This resource also includes easy to follow tutorials explaining how to make four stunning pieces using those seasonal plant dyes: a fine linen pillow cover, embroidered dishtowel, picnic blanket, hot water bottle cozy, and a quilt. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. White Owl. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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**LIMTED QUANTITY 3978605 LIVING WITH COCO CHANEL: The Homes & Landscapes of a Designer.** By Caroline Young. Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel was one of the most influential and ground-breaking fashion designers of the twentieth century. This remarkable story is told in a unique and accessible way, and examines how the homes and landscapes of her life relate to her work. Chanel's life, work, and homes. Color, 192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11¼x14½. Paperbound. Pub. at $95.00

**3994899 RED LIPSTICK: An Ode to a Beauty Icon.** By Rachel Felder. A celebration of lipstick's most iconic shade. With its engaging text, stories, quotes, beauty advice, and a gallery of superb images, this volume is a heartfelt homage to its iconic subject that captures its many moods and fascinating history. 160 pages. HaperCollins. Pub. at $29.95.

**3978454 PERFUME: A Century of Scents.** By Lizzy Ostrom. An olfactory adventure that explores what scents and crazes that have shaped the way we've thought, felt, and dressed. Includes perfumes. Color, 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11¼x14½. Paperbound. Pub. at $95.00.

**2040581 LINGERIE: Two Centuries of Luscious Design.** By Margaret Pivetta. A visual journey through two centuries of lingerie. Browse ensembles from the history of corsetry. From corsets to negligees to lingerie, you'll find more than 250 images. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11¼x14½. Paperbound. Pub. at $95.00.

**39302XK IN DEPTH: How to Dress and Love Lingerie.** By Cora Harrington. In this beautifully illustrated and empowering guide, a lingerie expert demystifies intimate apparel. Through her words, you will learn about the history, evolution, and importance of your dreams. 143 pages. Illustrated, 11¼x14½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

**3890908 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR TEXTILE AND FASHION DESIGN PROFESSIONALS.** By Rob Thompson. Introduces the only encyclopedic guide that clearly explains over 70 established, traditional, emerging and innovative production techniques and over 60 materials used in fashion and design. Color, 344 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $47.95.

**3765107 VOGUE ON HUBERT DE GIVENCHY.** By Drusilla Beyfus. The fashions of Hubert de Givenchy combined the traditions of haute couture with modern sensibility. In a career spanning forty years he created the most glamorous of evening dresses. From corsets to negligees to lingerie, fully Illustrated in color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95.

**3770855 DRESSING THE AGE OF JANE AUSTEN: Regency Fashion.** By Hilary Davidson. Reveals the clothing and fashion of the world depicted in Jane Austen's beloved novels. The author moves through the social and cultural spheres of home, village, countryside and cities, explaining the various ways that society, fashion and environments between 1795 and 1825. Well illustrated. 184 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00.

**3900230 TOKYO ADORNED.** By Thomas C. Card. Recognized around the world by fashion photographers, Tokyo's style icons are photographed here against white backgrounds, revealing a new dimension of personality and self-confidence. 450 photos. Color, 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.00.

**3997506 BURBERRY: The House & the Family.** By Christopher Howard. The first definitive history of the Burberry family and the company. From the 1850s to the present day, Burberry is charted from its humble beginnings to its present status as a global fashion and lifestyle brand. 496 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11¼x14½. Clothbound. Pub. at $95.00.

**3877803 HENRY POOLE & CO.: The First Tailor of Savile Row.** By James Sherwood. In the gilded age of emperors, maharajas, courtiers and kings, Henry Poole & Co. dressed them all. For well over two centuries, the founder was a remarkable individual. Portraits include fashion icon Kumamiki, Choco-emo, Saki Kurumi, Hanako Kurebayashi, and others. Cloth-Clifford. 12¼x15¼x1¼. Color. Pub. at $40.00.

**3863204 ELSA SCHAPIARELLI’S PRIVATE ALBUM.** By Marisa Schiaparelli Berenson. A genuine avant-garde, Schiaparelli invented shocking pink, the power suit, the fashion show as theater, and she symbolized a new vision of the modern woman. Here her granddaughter pens an affectionate firsthand account of Schiaparelli’s shocking and exhilarating life. Fully illus., some in color. 192 pages. Doubleday. 9x12½. Clothbound. Pub. at $65.00.

**3853095 DARLING BARRIE.** By Carol Spindel. If you ever had a Barbie Doll, chances are that Barbie was dressed in one of the thousands of designs created by Carol Spencer her unparalleled reign as a Barbie fashion designer spanning more than thirty-five years. This volume is a heartfelt homage to the clothes that made America’s favorite doll and the incredible woman behind them. Fully illustrated in color. 160 pages. Harper. 8¼x11½. Clothbound. Pub. at $35.00.

**3857559 MAISON LESAGE: Haute Couture.** By Patrick Mauriès. Illustrated with specially commissioned photography of Maison Lesage’s historical creations illuminated with informative text, this is both a tribute to exceptional craftsmanship and a journey through 100 years of fashion at its most sumptuous and inventive from the most famous embroidery house in the world. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11½. Clothbound. Pub. at $65.00.


**3815256 1950S IN VOGUE: The Jessica Davies Years, 1952-1962.** By Rebecca C. Tuite. Organized in multifaceted, thematic chapters, this exquisite slipcased volume features carefully curated photographs, original fashion designs from the Vogue archives along with unpublished photographs and letters from Jessica Davies’s personal archives. A must-have reference for lovers of fashion, photography, and fashion history. Thames & Hudson. 11¼x14½. Paperbound. Pub. at $95.00.

**3966697 THE SECRETS OF TARTAN: How a Cloth Shaped a Nation.** By Voy Rae. Tartan evokes history, kinship, tradition and heritage. From Lord Lovat to Beyonce’s Black Panther homage, this volume unravels the truths and the myths of the cloth that shaped a nation to reveal how it has captured hearts around the world. 292 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11½. Clothbound. Pub. at $35.00.
**Cooking Techniques & Guides**

**392091** THE PERFECT SAUSAGE: Making and Preparing Homemade Sausage, by Karin Adschendorf. From raw ingredients to kitchen gear and gadgets to secret tips for better flavor, this guide covers everything you need to know. Included are nearly 30 sausage recipes from around the world and 26 recipes to showcase your sausage, plus grilling techniques from a BBQ master. Color photos. 120 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**394724** EASY CULTURE FOR BETTER COOKING, by Patricia Gavin. Learn the science behind how things work, how foods interact from a cooking or baking perspective and how to make flavorful, fail-proof dishes. Whether it's mastering a perfect Pan Seared Ribeye with Miso Butter or Scallops with Garlic Sauce, or impeccable everything from nut butters to desserts that will have you reaching for seconds. Try Chicken Liver Mousse; African Peanut Soup; Mango Coconut Energy Balls; and Citrus Marinated Chicken Thighs. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99.

**391732** 300 BEST BLENDER RECIPES USING YOUR VITAMIX, by Robin Asbel. A collection of tantalizing and innovative recipes that will help you get the most out of your Vitamix, including everything from nutritious breakfast smoothies to desserts that will have you reaching for seconds. Try Chicken Liver Mousse; African Peanut Soup; Mango Coconut Energy Balls; and Tempeh Walnut Burgers. 24 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

**399047** FRENCH COOKING AT HOME, by Mariannne Magier-Moreno. Offers one hundred classic French recipes and techniques for you to learn French cooking at home including forty basic recipes for making veggie, meat, stews, classic sauces, accompaniments, and garnishes, all using clear overhead step by step photography. 286 pages. Harper. 10x13. $18.95.

**465967** THE CROWN MAPLE GUIDE TO MAPLE SYRUP: How to Tap and Cook with Nature’s Original Sweetener, by Robb Turner with J. Carbone. Shares everything you need to know about nature's original sweetener: the intriguing history, tapping how-to, and more than 65 sweet and savory recipes like Maple-Beetroot Baked Pie and Maple Sausage and Potato Hash. Color photos. 224 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.95.


**397423** KNIFE: The Culture, Craft and Cult of the Cook’s Knife, by Tim Hayward. Lavishly illustrated, with practical advice on choosing, care, knife care, cutting, sharpening and storage, this volume is a fascinating guide to 4 different types of knives, each with its own unique qualities. Color photos. 224 pages. Quadrille. Pub. at $29.99.

**42949085** RATIO: The Simple Codes Behind the Craft of Everyday Cooking, by Michael Ruhlman. When you know a culinary recipe, it’s as if you’re saying “I’ve got a thousand.” For instance, when you learn that basic cookie dough is 1 part sugar, 2 parts fat, and 3 parts flour, you can add anything for flavor and extras. The ratios for doughs, butters, milks, dates, and more are revealed here. 244 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.

**396887** FERMENTATION: How to Make Your Own Sauerkraut, Kimchi, Brine Pickles, Kefir, Kombucha, Vegan Dairy, and More, by Aisa Simonsen. The benefits of fermented food can be found in much more than cabbage sauerkraut and the myriad tastes about the crispy, tender, and flavorful meats that are covered in this book. Includes nearly 30 recipes from around the world and 26 recipes to showcase your sausage, plus grilling techniques from a BBQ master. Color photos. 120 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**305789** SIMPLY MING ONE-POT MEALS, by M. Tsai & A. Boehm. Chef Ming Tsai believes there are four basic needs in everyday cooking: taste, healthfulness, simplicity, and techniques; and in this collection of 80 recipes he tackles all four. They include delicious meals like Soba Noodle Shrimp Pancakes; Sweet & Sour Beef; and Shanghai Butter; and Cranberry-Hoisin Chicken 'n Rice. Color photos. 192 pages. Kyle Books. 9x11x10. Pub. at $29.95.


**3909915X** HOW TO DICE AN ONION: Hacks, Tips, and Tricks for the Home Cook, by Anne Sheasby. Reveals hundreds of fail-safe ways to improve your chef skills, covering everything from refining your chopping techniques to preparing flavorful packed stocks, and making the most of leftover meats. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $17.95.

**294541X** THE MASON JAR COOKBOOK: 80 Healthy and Portable Meals, by Amy Fazio. Shows the convenience of creating dishes in the mason jar. No longer just for jellies and jam, mason jars are now being filled in the most creative and often surprising ways. The easy to follow recipes include Asian Pear and Cashew Salad, Breakfast Burrito in a Jar, and Chicken Parmesan Sandwich. Well illus. in color. 294 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

**389296** SECRETS OF GREAT SECOND MEALS: Flexible Modern Recipes That Value Time and Limit Waster, by Sara Dickerman. A great second meal is the last night’s dinner, and here you’ll discover the potential of your leftovers, learn to cook smart, save time and money, and add new variety and flavor to your everyday cooking. Recipes include: Frittata; Chicken Salad; Chunky Chile-Laced Soup; Fish Cake; Rice Pudding; and more. Color photos. 344 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $30.00.

**3945073** HEIRLOOM FLAVOR: Yesterday’s Best-Tasting Veggie, Fruits, and Herbs for Today’s Cook, by Doreen H. Howard. The author shares her favorite heirloom vegetables with you. Every major group is covered, and every group has a section devoted to vegetables with mouth waterings descriptions of her favorite varieties. Try Hearty Eggplant Ragout, Spring Pea and Potato Salad, Lavender Tea Biscuits and more. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

**3909463** DUTCH OVEN & CAST IRON COOKING, REVISED THIRD EDITION, by Anne Schaeffer. Features over 125 recipes from old-fashioned breads, dinner entreés, side dishes, and desserts everyone in the family will love, plus insight on seasoning, cleaning and maintaining, and tips for the outdoor cooking enthusiast. All the ideas, tips, and recipes for techniques for cooking vegetables and seafood, easy to make one-pot pastas; and at a glance guides for improving soups, ste-frises, noodle bowls, and more. Well illus. in color. 952 pages. HMH. Pub. at $37.00.

**396528** CONVECTION OVEN COOKING MADE SIMPLE, by Janet A. Zimmerman. From flaky pastries to perfectly juicy roasts, this guide shows you how to get the most out of your convection oven. Try these 101 recipes and get tips and tricks for the crispy, tender, and flavorful meals that convection ovens yield. Recipes include: Roasted Granola, Italian-Style Meatloaf, Olive Oil Brined Chicken. Illus. in color. 175 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.


**367618** MODERN SUGAR FLOWERS, VOLUME 2: Fresh Cake Designs with Contemporary Gumpaste Flowers, by Jacqueline Butler. With expert instruction and illustrated with over 600 photographs, you will learn the design and creative aspects of cake decorating flowers in various stages of bloom, as well as buds and leaves, using a fresh modern color palate. Once you’ve mastered the basics, explore more advanced techniques. Butler covers 164 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00.

**4651294** THAT TAKES GUTS: A Meat-Eater’s Guide to Eating Offal with Over 75 Healthy & Delicious Nose-to-Tail Recipes, by Ashleigh Vanhouten. It’s a fact that organs are generally the most nutrient dense parts of an animal. Understanding these superfoods can dramatically improve your health. With a wide variety of fun and approachable recipes, the author shows you how to find the best ingredients, prepare them properly, and use them to make tasty and nourishing meals. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

**3968243** SWEET MAPLE: Backyard Sugarmaking from Tap to Table. By Michelle Visser. Guides you through every step of the production from tapping one or dozens. In addition to sugaring techniques and tips from professionals, Visser shares many of her own family’s maple recipes while detailing the life-changing benefits of using maple products in place of refined sugar. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95.


**375565** HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING, REVISED TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Mark Bittman. The latest edition has some new elements. Many changes enable readers to find what they’re looking for more easily, including infinitely variable magnification. Recipe titles like “Crispy-Chile Laced Soup; Fish Cake; Rice Pudding; and more” have been added. Color photos. 596 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.95.
**Recipe Collections**

- **Recipe Collections**
  - 103 INVENTIVE SOUPS, SALADS, CASSEROLES, AND MORE THAT WILL LOVE. By Addie Gundry. From a perfectly golden roasted chicken surrounded with herbs and vegetables, soups, salads, and casseroles that make mouth-watering meals. 386 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99
  - TASTY & TASTY: The Unofficial Cookbook. By Kat Kell. For all fans of the cooking videos that appear on Tasty, the authors have407 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99
  - TASTY & TASTY: The Unofficial Cookbook. By Kat Kell. For all fans of the cooking videos that appear on Tasty, the authors have

**Cooking with Power-Packed Nuts, Almonds, Pecans, and More**


**STEAK AND CAKE**

- By Elizabeth Karmel. In this unique collection, Karmel shares more than 100 recipes that scream to be made, paired, and eaten with pure joy. 392 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.99

**100 BAKING RECIPES**

- By Marilyn M. Moore. Filled with over 100 proven easy to use recipes and dozens of meal suggestions, conveniently organized in sections covering main dishes, breads, and desserts. 156 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**COOKING WITH THE FOOD PROCESSOR**

- By Carol Kuebler. In this expanded edition of Cooking with the Food Processor, you'll discover more than 70 new recipes like Mushroom and Spinach Soup; Cucumber Boat; Rustic Baked Tomatoes; and more. 236 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

**COOKING WITH THE FOOD PROCESSOR**

- By Carol Kuebler. In this expanded edition of Cooking with the Food Processor, you'll discover more than 70 new recipes like Mushroom and Spinach Soup; Cucumber Boat; Rustic Baked Tomatoes; and more. 236 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99


**SERIOUSLY GOOD FREEZER MEALS**

- By Elise Stange. A guide to saving your time, money, and sanity. By Karrie Truman. These freezer meals will seriously change the way you think about freezer cooking. Truman offers winter Energy Bars; Cream Puff Cookbook; and Plant-Based Cashew Basil Curry Soup; Smoky Broiled Louisiana Turkey Legs; along with tons of vegetarian, gluten-free and vegan options too. Includes all the information you need to become a freezer meal genius. Color. 368 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**GOOSEBERRY PATCH SECRETS FROM GRANDMA’S KITCHEN**

- Filled with more than 200 well-loved, handed-down recipes shared by cooks across the country like: Baked Sweet Potato; Grandma Eliza’s Chicken & Dumplings; and Nanny’s Chocolate Cupcakes. 16 pages of color photos. 224 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95

**COOKING WITH CHILE PEPPERS: Nitty Gritty, Gritty, Spicy, Savory, Satisfying Meals**

- By Berta Grandini. From a perfectly golden roasted chicken surrounded with herbs and vegetables, soups, salads, and casseroles that make mouth-watering meals. 386 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**Just Peachy**

- By Belinda Smith-Sullivan. This collection of peach inspired recipes will allow you to enjoy warm, summer flavor all year long with tasty and healthy dishes like Blackberry Peach Pie with Lemon Pecan Crust and Summer Peach Bread. 172 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

**BACON: 45+ Mouthwatering Recipes for Appetizers, Main Dishes, and Desserts**

- By Amy K. Hopper. Along the unlimited ways this versatile, delectable “food candy” can improve breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks. From Bacon-Wrapped Turkey Roast to Bacon Blondies, these sensational recipes will have the home cook’s outlook on daily meals, entertaining, and the occasional midnight morsel. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $9.99

**SLOW COOKER: The Essential Vegetable Cookbook**

- By Martha C. Kur. Vegetable and fruit “boats” are delicious, nutritious, and edible vessels for your meals. You’ll discover more than 70 healthy and delicious Vegetable and Fruit Boats like Peanut Butter and Jelly Cucumber Boats; Mushroom Lasagna Portobello Boats; Southwest Quinoa and Black Bean Baked Tomatoes; and more. Color photos. 176 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**THE SIMPLE SUBSTITUTIONS COOKBOOK: Adapting Recipes to Your Taste**

- By Sandra Rudloff. Collects more than 100 delicious appetizers, side dishes, salads, main dishes, desserts and more ideas to make simple variations and ingredient substitutions to customize your cooking. 136 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**365 DAYS OF STUFFED WALLFLOWERS**

- From Lexington to Sedona, from Chicago to Seattle, and anywhere in between, these 365-day recipes are perfect for any meal. Freshly Grated Coconut Cake. Color photos. 260 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95
**Recipe Collections**

- **3852342 MY DARLING LEMON THYME.** By Emma Galloway. Reflecting Galloway’s philosophy that a dish could also be flavorful, fun, and easy to prepare, this collection of recipes is sure to please everyone who loves good food that is good for you. Delicious, nutritious, and well-suited to the smoking process. Features over 100 recipes for a variety of foods including Smoked Memphis Ribs; Pulled Pork Sliders; and Bacon Wrapped Scallops, Pork Roast, Pumpkin Sage Ravioli, Cilantro Chicken Salad, Chocolate Chili, Coconut Cherry Cobbler, and more. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. 

- **38322X COOKING IN PORCELAIN: Nitty Gritty.** By Ritzy B. Agronoff. If you’re tired of the same old meals cooked in the same old pots and pans then you’ll love these 100 innovative recipes developed especially for porcelain cookware including Baked Onion Soup, Spicy Shrimp Bake and Veggie Pot Pie. Color photos. 212 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. 


- **3755444 TASTE OF HOME 201 RECIPES YOU’LL MAKE AGAIN.** Ed. by Hazel Redway. Well illus. in color. 325 pages. Reader’s Digest/TOH. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. 


---
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These family-friendly dishes are easy to prepare in the slow-cooker. Hands-Off Recipes for Hearty, Homestyle Meals. By Joanna White. Want a hot meal waiting for you when you get home? Includes recipes such as Bread Pudding; Chicken Curry; Sesame Ribs; Peanut Butter Cup Cake; and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99.


3755495TASTE OF HOME SLOW COOKER. Ed. by H. Wheaton & C. Rukavina. Offers over 100 recipes perfect for weeknight dinners and special meals as well as potlucks and seasonal parties. Dishes include Slow Cooker Ground Beef Stroganoff; Momma’s Turkey Stew with Dumplings; Spicy Lentil & Chickpea Stew; and Lip Smacking Riblettes. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99.

3834557ESSENTIAL SLOW COOKER RECIPES: 103 Fuss-Free Slow Cooker Meals Everyone Will Love. By Adele Givens. A slow cooker is the ideal companion when it comes to time- and work-intensive dishes in a pinch, and in this cookbook, Gundry goes beyond the obvious and expects you to take your slow cooker to work. Well illus. in color. 343 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

3681708THE 150 BEST SLOW COOKER RECIPES, SECOND EDITION. By Judith Finlayson. Revised and expanded for today’s kitchen, with more fish, seafood, vegetarian, and paleo options, and range from savory soups and stews to delicious desserts, these tantalizing recipes allows you to have bacon Cheddar Dip, Hearty Lentil and Sausage Dip, Butternut Squash Soup, Roast Beef and Mushrooms, Honey Barbecue Pork Chops, Cuban Pulled Pork Sandwiches, Peanut Butter Cake, Coconut Rice Pudding, and more. Well illus. in color. 343 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

3957420TASTE OF HOME SLOW COOKER: 75 Hands-Off Recipes For Hearty, Homestyle Meals. By Alli Kelley. These family-friendly dishes are easy to prepare in the slow-cooker and are great for camping. Includes recipes such as Coconut Cream Orzo, Slow Cooker Beefaroni and more. 241 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99.

3957890FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT BEST OF FALL RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. A collection of recipes from the Heart of the Mediterranean. From rice to risotto, soups to stews, these comforting dishes include Slow Cooker Orzo with Parmesan and Chives, Slow Cooker Turkey Tetrazzini, and more. Well illus. in color. 100 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

3856389FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER COMFORT FOODS: 150 Healthy and Nutritious Recipes. By Hope Comerford. These easy, tasty, and healthy slow cooker recipes has something for everyone. Nutrition info included with every recipe, makes sure what you’re cooking fits your family’s needs. Find recipes such as Chicken Tortilla Soup; Chickil Stew with Rice; Easyest Ever BBQ Pulled Pork,15 Savory Cabbage Rolls; Slow Cooker Rhubarb Crisp, and more. Well illus. in color. 340 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

3953661FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SWEET & SAVORY SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. Whether you’re making savory snacks, a family dinner, or sweet treats, with these recipes, a slow cooker, and some easy to find ingredients, your slow cooker is your ticket to a delicious meal. Features Apricot-Glazed Wings, Chicken Chini, Orange Garlic Chicken, Cheese-Stuffed Pizza, Chocolate Pudding Cake, Sour Cherry Cobbler, and more. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95.

3780405FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT BEST 5-INGREDIENT COMFORT FOOD RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. Gather five or fewer readily available ingredients, throw them in your slow cooker and this collection of recipes, and you can have Bacon Cheddar Dip, Hearty Lentil and Sausage Dip, Butternut Squash Soup, Roast Beef and Mushrooms, Honey Barbecue Pork Chops, Cuban Pulled Pork Sandwiches, Peanut Butter Cake, Coconut Rice Pudding, and more. Well illus. in color. 343 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

3767294THE PALEO SLOW COOKER: Healthy, Gluten-Free Meals the Easy Way! Ed. by Tricia Comerford. In this collection you’ll find 150 recipes, most gluten-free, you can prep ahead. All you’ll have to do for dinner is thaw it in your fridge for 24 to 48 hours, pour it in the slow cooker, and “set & forget.” Finger licking good recipes include Herbed Pot Roast and White Bean and Chicken Chili. Fully illus. in color. 331 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.


Quick & Easy Cooking

3940365125 BEST MICROWAVE OVEN RECIPES. By Rebecca Gormley. A collection of 125 recipes for preparing meals just got easier. Explore the wide range of cooking possibilities with your microwave in this outstanding collection of recipes specifically for its use. From appetizers, main courses, side dishes; soups, stews, and casseroles; and desserts, these tantalizing recipes allows you to prepare delicious dishes in a fraction of the time. 16 pages of photos. 192 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.
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3983442 CHEESE IT! Start Making Cheese at Home Today. By Cole Dawson. Reduces the mysteries of transforming a couple of gallons of milk into a couple of pounds of delicious cheese, leading the whey for beginners through the art and science of cheese making. Includes advice on milk, coagulants and curds, equipment, safety, and more. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Bowie. $12.95

3992543 A FIELD GUIDE TO CHEESE: How to Select, Enjoy, and Pair Cheese with Wine. By Tristan Sicard. Readers will find unexpected cheeses that are best for melting, best for serving solo, and even the stinkiest. Includes an aroma wheel to help refine your palate: a guide to composing cheese boards; tips for pairing with wine, beer, whiskey, cider, and much more. Color photos. 272 pages. Artisan. $27.95

399056 HOME CHEESE MAKING, 3RD EDITION REVISED. By Rick Carroll. Drawings. 276 pages. Storey. Paperback. $16.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 3996678 THE GOOD HOUSEKEEPING CHRISTMAS COOKBOOK. Ed. by Jane Francisco. Inside you'll find 300 delicious recipes including Pork Crown Roast with Pear Stuffing, Green Bean Cheddar Casserole, Mocha Cheesecake, along with fanciful gingerbread houses. There are also dazzling holiday decorating ideas and craft projects that will inspire you to create a festive environment in color. 422 pages. Hardcover. $30.00

3989941 FESTIVE HOLIDAY RECIPES. By Addie Gundry. This Food Network star offers easy, delicious holiday recipes all in one place, for everyone looking for that last-minute dish for entertaining. From easy appetizers like Caramelized Onion Tarts, to irresistible Christmas cookies, to savory dishes like Caramelized Onion Tarts, to the freshest and most flavorful frozen drinks imaginable. Forget those clingy blender drinks of yore, these easy yet sophisticated high-octane cocktails are guaranteed to be the freshest and most flavorful frozen drinks imaginable. Illus. in color. 152 pages. Workman. $14.95

3994733 BEST OF BRIDGE HOLIDAY CLASSICS: 225 Recipes for Special Occasions. Ed. by Sue Sumeraj. This new collection will meet all of your holiday needs. From Cocktails and Cordials to Savory Tarts, Salamon with Salmon and Southern Turkey Chowder. Color photos. 303 pages. Robert Rose. 8½x10½. Spiralbound. $29.95

3956561 HOMEMADE FOR THE HOLIDAYS. By Thanksgivings.com. A rich collection of 100 recipes for the holidays. Includes holiday puddings, pies, and more. A no-nonsense guide to the world of beer, answering many burning questions about the diverse array of styles, ingredients, and internationally inspired drinking traditions that drive the world’s most celebrated beverage. Illus., in color. 389 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

3714144 BEER FAQ: All That’s Left to Know About the World’s Most Celebrated Adult Beverage. By Jeff Cioletti. A no-nonsense guide to the world of beer, answering many burning questions about the diverse array of styles, ingredients, and internationally inspired drinking traditions that drive the world’s most celebrated beverage. Illus., in color. 389 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

398611X HOME BREW WORLD: Discovering the World of the Leading Homebrewers. By Joshua M. Bernstein. Go behind the scenes with more than 30 cutting-edge brewers across the country to see how the magic happens, discover what triggered the homebrewing renaissance, learn how some of the best beers went from kitchen table to world domination, and from the pros about their successes and failures; and find out how to run your own homebrew tour. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95

Wine & Spirits
393866X GODFORSAKEN GRAPES. By Jason Wilson. Looks at how and why 80 percent of the wine we drink is made from only twenty grapes, when there are nearly 1,400 known varieties in the world. Wilson embarks on a quest to discover what went miss, hunting down obscure and under-appreciated wines from Switzerland, Austria, Portugal, France, Italy, the United States, and beyond. 320 pages. Abradale. Pub. at $30.00

394784X HOLIDAY SLOW COOKER: 100 Incredible & Festive Recipes for Every Celebration. By Leigh Wilkes. Covering all the major holidays of the year, you’ll make parties and entertaining a breeze while impressing your family and guests with traditional recipes. With recipes like Hawaiian BBQ Chicken; Brown Butter Balsamic Carrots; and Chocolate Toffee Fondue, you’ll love to celebrate the holidays. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $29.95

3781866 CHRISTMAS AT HIGHLERE: Recipes and Traditions from the Real Downton Abbey. By Yvette van Boven. A lavishy photographed reference of favorite holiday recipes designed to encourage us to embrace, celebrate, and enjoy the season with friends and family. Delicious meals include Squash Creme with Star Anise, Turkey Crown, and Carrot Tatin with Goat Cheese. 304 pages. Preloos. $45.95

3994866 HOME MADE CHRISTMAS. By Yvette van Boven. A lavishy photographed reference of favorite holiday recipes designed to encourage us to embrace, celebrate, and enjoy the season with friends and family. Delicious meals include Squash Creme with Star Anise, Turkey Crown, and Carrot Tatin with Goat Cheese. 304 pages. Preloos. $45.95

3963447 SLOSHIES: 102 Boozy Cocktails Straight from the Freezer. By Jerry Nevin. Cool down and jazz up any party or gathering with this selection of over one hundred frozen cocktails. Forget those clingy blender drinks of yore, these easy yet sophisticated high-octane cocktails are guaranteed to be the freshest and most flavorful frozen drinks imaginable. Illus. in color. 152 pages. Workman. $14.95

3951804 BLOTTO BOTANY: A Lesson in Healing Cords and Plant Magic. By Spencer R. McGowan. Ancient herbalism practitioners offer 40 cordial recipes organized by season, each with its own unique properties and tastes. Try Lilac Wine, Dignias’ Fr Tirp, Tului Teisi, and more. Illus. in color. 116 pages. Morrow. $17.95

4675296 APOTHEKE: Modern Medicinal Cocktails. By Lars Marius Garshol. Equal parts history, cultural anthropology, social science, and travelogue, this volume describes brewing and fermentation techniques that are vastly different from modern craft brewing and preserves them for posterity and exploration. Illus. in color. 401 pages. Brewers Publications. Paperback. $24.95

3971198 THE BIG BOOK OF CIDERMAKING: Expert Techniques for Fermenting and Flavoring Your Favorite Hard Cider. By Christopher & Katrina White. This no-nonsense guide provides expert support and step by step photographs all the knowledge you need to craft the perfect batch of cider. No matter your preferences, sparkling or still, dry or sweet, clear or cloudy, fruity or mellow, to give a boozo sipper, prepare to explore the wild and wonderful world of cidermaking. 336 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

3974987 WHISKEY WOMEN: The Untold Story of How Women Saved Bourbon, Scotch, and Irish Whiskey. By Fred Minnick. Tells the tales of the women who created the industry, from Mesopotamia’s first beer brewers and distillers to America’s rough and tumble bootleggers. Women have long distilled, marketed, and owned significant shares in spirits companies and until now their stories have remained untold. 248 pages of photos. 195 pages, Potomac Books. Paperback.

3981886 HOW TO MAKE HARD SELTZER. By Chris Colby. Simple to make and with a wide range of creative flavor additions, hard seltzer is a sparkling alternative for beer lovers looking to give their palate a different experience. Explore recipes, serving suggestions, and even mocktails for using hard seltzer. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Brewers Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

385871 THE JOY OF CIDER: All You Ever Wanted to Know About Drinking and Making Hard Cider. By Jeanette Hurt. This is a fun look at the hard cider revolution, the what, how, and why of this beverage. Explores modern cider making and touches on the history of the drink that fueled the American Revolution, and details the dos and don’ts of making cocktails. Illus. in color. 195 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


3904091 HISTORICAL BREWING TECHNIQUES: The Lost Art of Farmhouse Brewing. By Lars Marius Garshol. Equal parts history, cultural anthropology, social science, and travelogue, this volume describes brewing and fermentation techniques that are vastly different from modern craft brewing and preserves them for posterity and exploration. Illus. in color. 401 pages. Brewers Publications. Paperback. $24.95

3974987 WHISKEY WOMEN: The Untold Story of How Women Saved Bourbon, Scotch, and Irish Whiskey. By Fred Minnick. Tells the tales of the women who created the industry, from Mesopotamia’s first beer brewers and distillers to America’s rough and tumble bootleggers. Women have long distilled, marketed, and owned significant shares in spirits companies and until now their stories have remained untold. 248 pages of photos. 195 pages, Potomac Books. Paperback.

3981886 HOW TO MAKE HARD SELTZER. By Chris Colby. Simple to make and with a wide range of creative flavor additions, hard seltzer is a sparkling alternative for beer lovers looking to give their palate a different experience. Explore recipes, serving suggestions, and even mocktails for using hard seltzer. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Brewers Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
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3967115 CBD DRINKS FOR HEALTH: 100 CBD Oil-Infused Smoothies, Tonics, Juices, Teas, & More, 1st Ed. + Body Wellness. By Carlene Thomas. With one hundred easy, approachable drink recipes ranging from nutrient packed smoothies to healing tonics to delicious cocktails and mocktails, you'll find CBD drinks for any time of the day. Learn how CBD works in your body, what kind of CBD oil to take, and how to correctly choose the right dose of CBD for both taste and intensity. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95 ★

3954199 WILD TEA: Grow, Gather, Brew & Blend 40 Ingredients & 30 Recipes for Healthful Herbal Teas. By N. Moyle & R. Hood. Learn how to grow, find, harvest, dry, and store ingredients, including berries, roots, seeds, leaves, and flowers—plus the profile of each: history, health benefits, parts of the plant to use, and how to brew singly. Includes 30 recipes for complex blends, specially drinks, and detox teas. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95★

Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95

3897265 RED HOT KITCHEN: Classic Asian Chili Sauces from Scratch and Delicious Dishes to Make with Them. By Diana Kuan. In this unique collection of recipes, Kuan offers a flavorful education in the art of cooking with homemade Asian hot sauces. From Thai sambal, Indonesian sambal to Korean gochujang and other fiery favorites, Asian chili sauces add a palate-pleasing subtle kick—or scorch—to the stir-fries, soups, stews, and sides people love. Color photos. 256 pages. Avery. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95★

LIMITED EDITION ★ 4662571 KETO BBQ SAUCES, RUBS, AND MARINADES. By Aileen Abog. Shows you how to prepare 101 homemade marinades, dressings, and sauces to give your meats all the delicious flavor you want without the sugar of preservatives, like Tandoori Marinade; Asian Five-Spice Rub; Spicy Ketchup; and Mushroom BBQ Sauce. Color photos. 142 pages. Avery. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

3928055 ACID TRIP: Travels in the World of Vinegar. By Michael Hartan Turek. Features methods for making your own vinegar from wines, apples, and fruits as varied as wine, rice, apple cider, and honey. This richly narrated cookbook is also filled with recipes from simple to sophisticated like Fried Eggs with a Spoonful of Vinegar, Balsamic Barbecued Ribs, and Poulet au Vinaigre. Abrams. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95★


6863290 JUST ADD SAUCE: A Revolutionary Guide to Boosting the Flavor of Everything You Cook. By the editors at America’s Test Kitchen. This groundbreaking, one-of-a-kind cookbook will teach you how to make more than 175 simple, modern sauces and pair them with over 100 easy recipes that put those sauces to use in creative ways. From dolloping on veggies to drizzling on steak, simmering up curries to stir-frying noodles, you’ll find all you need to make your home-cooked meals better than ever. 319 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95★


Canning & Preserving

3997089 JUICE MANIFESTO. By Andrew Cooper. More than 120 recipes feature superfoods, energy-boosting proteins and beauty-enhancing ingredients. Packed with nutritious tips and helpful information, this collection will keep those healthful juices flowing. Think of these friendly snacks, tonics, salads, soups, and smoothies as drinks that provide an effective way to add variety to your daily health routine. Try Tangerine Watermelon for weight loss or Grapefruit-Kiwi Tea with a twist, a soothing stress-fighting comfort drink. Color photos. 224 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $22.95 $19.99★


3917833 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR DRINKS FOR HEALTH. By Britt Brandon. Features recipes for satisfying tonics, refreshing smoothies, and soothing hot drinks that provide an effective way to add variety to your daily routine healthly. Try Berry-Banana-Blend, Cantaloupe-Cure: Blue-Juice; Mango-Melon Mender and Tempting Tomato Twist. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.50★


3977809 JUICE MANIFESTO. By Andrew Cooper. More than 120 recipes feature superfoods, energy-boosting proteins and beauty-enhancing ingredients. Packed with nutritious tips and helpful information, this collection will keep those healthful juices flowing. Think of these friendly snacks, tonics, salads, soups, and smoothies as drinks that provide an effective way to add variety to your daily health routine. Try Tangerine Watermelon for weight loss or Grapefruit-Kiwi Tea with a twist, a soothing stress-fighting comfort drink. Color photos. 224 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $22.95 $19.99★

3917883 PRESERVING TONICS. By Carlene Thomas. With an introduction by Yvonne Tremblay and a foreword by Mark Weingarten. Features more than 101 recipes to bring the health benefits of herbs, fruits, and vegetables into your life. This groundbreaking, one-of-a-kind cookbook will teach you how to make more than 175 simple, modern sauces and pair them with over 100 easy recipes that put those sauces to use in creative ways. From dolloping on veggies to drizzling on steak, simmering up curries to stir-frying noodles, you’ll find all you need to make your home-cooked meals better than ever. 288 pages. Tuttle Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95★


3758427 JAPANESE PICKLED VEGETABLES. By Machiko Tateno. Collects 129 healthy and easy recipes for pickled, fermented and preserved everyday vegetables like asparagus, cabbage, eggplant, zucchini, corn, tomatoes, beets, and more, including squash, melons, and squashes—using everyday staples such as salt, soy sauce, olive oil, honey, and yogurt. Nutrient-rich and tasty, simple homemade pickles are an integral part of Japanese cuisine. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95★

3833434 CANN IT! Start Canning and Preserving Today. By Jackie Callahan Parente. Offering a modern perspective on this traditional art form, this guide provides useful advice on the various aspects of canning, freezing and so much more, with an emphasis on troubleshooting the problems that stand in the way of success for beginning canners. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. BowTie. Bx11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95★

3937268 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO PRESERVING VEGETABLES. By Angi Schneider. Guides you through the basics of each preservation technique. Then shares an A to Z guide to preserving common garden vegetables, from asparagus to zucchini and everything in between. Whether you want to begin your home preserving hobby or need a refresher course, this book will show you how to make the most of the fresh produce in your garden, you’ll see how fun and easy it is to fill your pantry with preserved foods. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95★
**Canning & Preserving**

- [397818X] **PRESERVING THE SEASON.** By Mary Hegle. An excellent resource for gardeners who wish to store their vegetables with delicious homemade jams and jellies, this is a must-have guide to home preservation. Features inspiring collections of more than 90 recipes for jams, jellies, chutneys, curds, ketchups, marmalades, pickles, vinegars and oils, and much more. Color photos. 192 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
- [397819X] **THE HOUSE WITHOUT FREEZING OR CANNING.** By the Gardeners & Farmers of Terre Vivante. This title celebrates the traditional but little known French techniques for storing and preparing edible that utilize flavor and nutrition. Offers more than 250 easy and enjoyable recipes featuring locally grown and minimally refined ingredients for those who seek healthy food for a healthy world. 197 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

**Fruits & Cooking**

- [394215X] **THE BANANA COOKBOOK: 50 Simple and Delicious Recipes.** By Sam Brooks. We all know and love bananas as a quick and tasty snack, but these beauties are an endlessly versatile ingredient that can be substituted for fats, eggs and sugar in cooking. Whether you’re in need of a fast bite or searching for vegan or gluten-free options, you’ll find a wide range of recipes for this humble fruit. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $6.95
- [394208X] **OUR FAVORITE CRANBERRY RECIPES.** By Michelle Medlock Adams. Armed with a love of persimmons and apples in the Golden Age, Adams has collected persimmon recipes guaranteed to satisfy any hankering for the savory or the sweet like Persimmon Torte, Zesty Persimmon Jam, and Persimmon Cakes. Accompanying these are personal anecdotes detailing childhood memories and folktales about the persimmon. Illus. 124 pages. Red Lightning. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**Food & Foodlore**

- [3987321] **FRONT OF THE HOUSE: Restaurant Manners, Misbehaviors and Secrets.** By Jeff Benjamin with G. Jones. Pulled back the curtain to reveal all that goes into an evening out, from staff training and systems to the right way to graciously treat fussy diners, boorish over-imbibers, guests who steal tableware and the inevitable wrongdoer the customer is always right. Benjamin notes—until they’re wrong. 200 pages. Burgess Lea Press. Pub. at $23.00 $4.95
- [398590X] **MAN BITES DOG: Hot Dog Culture in America.** By K. Craig & P. Dehoyos. Hot dogs: from franks, wiener, or red hot, dogs are as American as apple pie. Learn how these little links became icons of American culture and explore the almost limitless permutations of a simple sandwich that are made famous. Illus. in color. 191 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95
- [3987330] **BINGE ACROSS AMERICA.** By Amy Eilberg. A journalist channels her ice cream obsession, scouring the United States for the best artisanal brands and delving into the surprising history of ice cream and frozen treats in America. A fun and spirited exploration of a food Americans can’t get enough of. 309 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95
- [3958658] **THE ITALIAN BAROQUE TABLE: Cooking and Dining from the Golden Age of Naples.** By Tommaso Astoria. Offers lovers of food, cooking, history, culture, and Italy a rich introduction to Italian cuisine and hospitality in the 1600s. It also translates portions of a cookbook and guidebook to entertaining, written by an accomplished cook and steward, to contemporary restaurant fare. Written in English. Illus. in color. 287 pages. A&MCS. Pub. at $75.00 $9.95
- [3978257] **GRITS: A Cultural & Culinary Journey Through the South.** By Erin Byers Murray. Takes readers behind the scenes of grits and other Southern staples, and cooks to better understand the South’s interest and with obsession with grits. What Murray discovers is that beyond the culinary significance of grits, the simple staple leads her to uncover a deeply rooted Southern history. 270 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95
- [3959996] **THE WAY WE EAT NOW: How the Food Revolution Has Transformed Our Lives, Our Bodies, and Our World.** By Bee Wilson. In just two generations we have undergone a massive shift from traditional, limited diets to more globalized ways of eating. Paradoxically, our diets are getting healthier and less healthy at the same time. This riveting exploration of the hidden forces behind what we eat, and explains how this food revolution has transformed the world we live in. 356 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95
- [3989917] **THE DEVIL’S DINNER: A Gastronomic and Cultural History of Culinary Witches.** By Julia Bullock. The first authoritative history of chili peppers, Walton recounts the rise of the superhot movement as he traces the story of the chili pepper in its every delicious detail. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

**Food & Drink**

- [3973470] **THE FOXFIRE BOOK OF FALCHIKOKER, REVISED EDITION.** Ed. by T.J. Smith. From springhouse to smokehouse, from hearth to garden, Southern Appalachian foodways are celebrated in this newly revised edition. Recipes include Cornbread on a Woodslove; Quick and Easy Doughnuts; Old-Fashioned Chicken Pie; and more. Illus. 234 pages. UNCP. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
- [3936759] **THE MISSING INGREDIENT: The Curious Role of Time in Food and Flavor.** By Jenny Linford. Structured by increasing increments of time, this reference examines the fast and slow of cooking, and discovers the time needed to cook simple and intricate cuisine alike. An essential resource that sheds light on the role of time in culinary pursuits. 376 pages. Hachette. Hardcover. Pub. at $31.95 $14.95
- [3951290] **THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MATCHING FOODS AND FLAVORS.** By Patrick Cosgrove. In addition to referencing new historical, scientific and anthropological hypotheses about Cacao and chocolate, contemporary Cacao-based drinks recipes and pre-Colombian Mesoamerican beverages are reconstructed or reconstructed in chapter eight. Patches describes the exploration of chocolate’s ancient roots, the product of fourteen years’ research. Color photos. 708 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $14.95
- [3949972] **THE SECRET LIFE OF CHOCOLATE.** By Marcos Ferrer. In addition to presenting new historical, scientific and anthropological hypotheses about Cacao and chocolate, contemporary Cacao-based drinks recipes and pre-Colombian Mesoamerican beverages are reconstructed or reconstructed in chapter eight. Patches describes the exploration of chocolate’s ancient roots, the product of fourteen years’ research. Color photos. 708 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $14.95
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